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Language and Scripts: The collection is in English.

Name of creator(s): Eugene Tetinek

Administrative/Biographical History:
Eugene Joseph Tetinek was born June 27, 1905, in Bern, Switzerland. He immigrated to Ohio in 1912, and in 1932 he traveled to Alaska in search of work. He spent two years in Fort Yukon, then moved to the Marshall area to work in the mining industry, mostly with the Fairbanks Exploration Company in the Willow Creek area. He briefly lived in Mountain Village, and worked as a janitor at the hospital there. From 1946-1956 he lived in Russian Mission. During World War II, he served with the 10th Air Force Rescue Squadron. In 1956, he again moved to Marshall where he operated a grocery store. In 1980, he relocated to Anchorage. Tetinek died March 8, 1996.

The 10th Air Rescue Squadron (ARS), organized at Elmendorf Field in 1946 and mostly manned by Alaskans, had inherited the tradition of the 924th Quartermaster Company, Boat (Aviation), a rescue unit which was constituted in Alaska on 14 June 1942, saw action during the Aleutian Island Campaign, was redesignated the 10th Emergency Rescue Boat Squadron on 3 July 1944, and was inactivated on 8 March 1946. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, the 10th ARS operated detachments at Elmendorf AFB, Ladd AFB and Adak Naval Station. The squadron
operated a mixture of OA-10s, OA-12s, SB-17 Flying Fortress, C-45s, L-5s, LC-126As, R-5 Helicopters and CG-4 Gliders. ¹

A C-47A (43-15788), assigned to Northwest Airlines, crashed 17 miles east-northeast of Mt. McKinley into the side of Mt. Deception, killing all 19 aboard. Northwest Airlines pilot, Capt. Roy Proebstle and First Officer Lauren M. Blivens served as crew members along with Army PFC James A. George, steward. The C-47 was approximately 35 miles off course en route from Anchorage to Fairbanks with sixteen passengers aboard, including one civilian, who were heading for leave in the states after service in the Aleutians. Captain Proebstle and his crew took off at 1604 on a regularly scheduled flight with stops in Fairbanks, Edmonton and Minneapolis. They submitted their last report over Talkeetna. The crew apparently was flying at 12,000 feet when they encountered a severe downdraft, which forced them to go on instruments into the clouds. The C-47 hit belly first with the fuselage splitting open, then caromed down a precipitous slope coming to rest a third of a mile down from the point of impact. It took 53 days for a rescue team to reach the site, traveling by snow jeeps and sleds, resupplied by air drops by another C-47 Gooney Bird. The authorities decided not to recover the casualties because of avalanches dangers and the rugged surrounding area. ²

Scope and Content Description:
The collection consists of 2139 mostly black-and-white 35mm nitrate negatives (only .1-.1.10 in color) and 138 black-and-white prints of photographs taken by Eugene Tetinek circa 1932-1956. A significant number of photographs document activities of the Army Air Force 10th Air Rescue Group, particularly the rescue mission at Mount McKinley to recover the wreckage of a crashed C-47. Topics of the photographs include military and civilian aviation, fishing, mining, dogs, surveying, fish processing, transportation, and rescue missions. Of particular note are a long series of images documenting winter fishing in Russian Mission and a shorter series documenting a Russian Orthodox funeral, also at Russian Mission. For more information, see Detailed Description of Collection.

Arrangement: Arranged by format. Images otherwise not arranged. Refer to contact sheets for physical relationship of sequentially numbered images. Copy negs filed at end of negative series.

CONDITIONS GOVERNING ACCESS AND USE

Restrictions on Access: The collection is open for research use. Access to original negatives is restricted.

Physical Access: Original items in good condition.

Technical Access: No special equipment is needed to access the materials.

Conditions Governing Reproduction and Use:
The Anchorage Museum is the owner of the materials and makes available reproductions for research, publication, and other uses. Written permission must be obtained from the Anchorage Museum before any reproduction use. The Anchorage Museum does not necessarily hold copyright to all of the materials in the collections. In some cases, permission for use may require seeking additional authorization from the copyright owners.
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Detailed Description of the Collection

Negatives

B1

.1.1 – [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue operation]
.1.2 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue operation]
.1.3 - [soldier in parka standing next to rock outcropping, Eugene Tetinek? Mt. McKinley rescue operation]
.1.4 - [soldier in parka standing next to rock outcropping, Mt. McKinley rescue operation]
.1.5 – [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue operation]
.1.6 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue operation]
.1.7 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue operation]
.1.8 – [base camp, with tents and snowmachine at right, Mt. McKinley rescue operation]
.1.9 – [portrait of soldier wearing parka with fur ruff and holding snowshoes, standing near tent at base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue operation]
.1.10 – [similar to .1.9, with soldier standing on small rock outcropping]
.2.1 - [two soldiers in brush with debris, wheel at right, airplane crash]
.2.2 - [boats and buildings along shore of Lake Iliamna, with mountains in background]
.2.3 - [aerial of mountain range and ocean, view out airplane window, Aleutian Islands?]
.2.4 - Mr. Tetinek [soldier wearing backpack and holding walking stick standing on mountainside overlooking valley, not Eugene Tetinek?]
.2.5 - Mr. Tetinek [similar to .2.4]
.2.6 - [Alaska Native woman and child wearing Western-style clothing posed outdoors in summer, walled tents in background, fish camp?]
.2.7 - [Alaska Native man wearing Western-style clothing standing at makeshift table on lake beach cleaning fish, small boats at water’s edge, logs on beach, mountains in distance, fish camp, Russian Mission?]
.2.8 - [Alaska Native child wearing Western-style clothing posed outdoors in summer, fish camp? Same child as in B95.14.2.6]
.2.9 - [large riverboat and barge passing fish camp on river, view from tent? Sternwheeler Yukon?]
.2.10 - [thawing machinery parked in a field next to a small corrugated metal shed, low hills in distance, mining operation, Willow Creek?]
.2.11 - [gold dredge, Willow Creek]
.2.12 - [large building on tundra in winter; at AFN 2014, identified as Bethel Hospital]
.2.13 - Man who flew for Alaska Airlines [pilot standing on ice next to airplane on skis, "Anchorage-Kuskokwim-Goodnews Bay" written on side of airplane]
.2.14 - [pilot standing on ice with two women, one wearing Western style dress, one wearing short seal skin fur parka, village and mountain in background. same man as in B95.14.2.13]
.2.15 - [musher and dog team stopped on trail next to two small wooden buildings near beach]
.2.16 - [portrait of man wearing parka with fur ruff standing outdoors in winter, holding snowshoes, Adak?]
2.17 – [similar to .2.16]
2.18 – [similar to .2.16, with Quonset huts and mountains in background]
2.19 - Left woman was married to a Native preacher named Wilson. Right woman was married to a French Canadian named Joe. [two Alaska Native women wearing fur parkas and mukluks posed outdoors, building in background]
2.20 - [bushes covered in hoar frost]
3.1 - [Jimmy Douglas in cap and boots sitting next to Tetinek’s dog Jerry on top of wooden kennel, log cabin in background. Cf. .124.17]
3.2 - [Caterpillar Diesel tractor in water in flooded wooded area]
3.3 - [similar to .3.2]
3.4 - [similar to .3.2]
3.5 - [scenic with clouds and sun, water in distance]
3.6 – [similar to .3.5]
3.7 - [two men with surveying equipment standing outside next to lighthouse or tower, Adak]
3.8 - [three men with surveying equipment standing outside next to lighthouse or tower, Adak]
3.9 - [soldiers crossing river, soldier in foreground tying rope to rocks, two soldiers holding on to rope in current, mountains in distance]
3.10 - [soldier carrying backpack hiking through field of wildflowers on mountainside, mountain peaks in distance]
3.11 - [naked man standing on edge of mountainside, glacier and mountain peaks in distance, rescue squad soldier?]  
3.12 - Rescue squad experimenting [three soldiers rappelling down mountainside]
3.13 - Rescue squad experimenting [similar to .3.12]
3.14 - Carbonated spring on the road to Willow Creek [soldier standing next to natural spring]
3.15 - Axel Johnson on trail to McNeil Creek, 1937 [musher and dog team on winter trail]
3.16 - [waves and surf crashing on rocky beach, mountains in distance, Adak?]
3.17 - Pete How, trapping at Fort Yukon, 1934 [man and dog team stopped on winter trail]
4.1 - [husky dog standing in snow]
4.2 - [village scene, with houses and caches, dilapidated cache in foreground left, Russian Orthodox church on hill in background, Russian Mission?]
4.3 - Mike Kleeskok [sic] [Alaska Native man wearing Red Ball denim bib overalls and driving cap, standing outdoors next to building]
4.4 - Mike Kleeskok holding a Russian naval gun. A pilot wanted the gun for money but Mr. Tetinek gave it to Ivar Skarland, a professor at the University of Fairbanks [Alaska Native man wearing Red Ball denim bib overalls and driving cap holding cannon, wood pile and building in background]
4.5 - Marshall, 1934 [portrait of Alaska Native woman standing outside wood-frame building]
4.6 - Marshall, 1934 [portrait of two Alaska Native women wearing print dresses and mukluks standing outside wood-frame building. At AFN 2015, building identified as post office, women possibly making dance movements with their arms. At AFN 2016, woman at right tentatively identified as Columbia Beans or Xenia Hunter]
4.7 - Lars Ostnes. He mined a claim in Willow Creek with Jim Johnson [portrait of man standing inside window frame]
.4.8 - Nellie Johansen, a cook at Willow Creek [portrait of woman standing inside window frame]
.4.9 - [scenic with river at sunset, Yukon River?]
.4.10 - Marshall 1937. Al Morenzi’s store and a house Bill Amowak bought from Sears and Roebuck in the early 1930s [i.e. Alex Maurense? village scene, with houses and stacks of firewood and barrels, Yukon River at right]
.4.11 - Marshall, 1934 [portrait of two Alaska Native women wearing print dresses and mukluks standing outside wood-frame building. Cf. .4.6]
.4.12 - Marshall, 1934 [portrait of Alaska Native woman standing outside wood-frame building]
.4.13 - [detail of interior of building or dredge]
.4.14 - [four people in skiff with outboard motor on river, Yukon River?]
.4.15 - Patsy Serguei [sic] from Marshall Landing [Alaska Native man wearing corduroy shirt and brimmed hat holding money, river in background]
.4.16 - Patsy Serguei [sic] from Marshall Landing [Alaska Native man wearing corduroy shirt and brimmed hat, river in background]
.4.17 - Dick Holt, part of the rescue squad [man in wool parka with fur ruff posed outdoors holding snowshoes]
.5.1 - [portrait of man in button shirt and suspenders, river in background]
.5.2 - [portrait of man wearing military uniform, river in background, Eugene Tetinek?]
.5.3 - [portrait of man wearing parka with small ruff and mittens, snow pile in background, rescue squad at accident site?]
.5.4 - [portrait of man wearing parka with small ruff and mittens, standing in snow near debris, rescue squad at accident site?]
.5.5 - Paul Oksook baling fish [man standing outdoors, stringing dried fish]
.5.6 - [people standing in church interior, Russian Mission? original image underexposed. Cf. .7.1]
.5.7 - [group of women and children on church steps, Russian Mission?]
.5.8 - [parishioners and priest arriving at church, priest wearing robe and carrying cross, funeral? Russian Mission? Cf. .8.1]
.5.9 - [man in parka with walrus tusk inlay standing with two women outdoors in winter, one woman wearing short wool jacket, one woman wearing long coat with fur trim and Athabascan-style mittens]
.5.10 - Eugene Tetinek [man operating hydraulic hose at mine]
.5.11 - Bill Amowak, 1936, holding a hydraulic nozzle used for washing the dirt (mining). Was said to be the great grandfather of all the Fika family in Marshall. [man operating hydraulic hose at mine]
.5.12 - [bird’s eye view of snowy mountain range and valley. Cf. .9.5]
.5.13 - [portrait of man wearing canvas parka with fur ruff and billed cap, smoking pipe, mountains in background]
.5.14 - [man wearing parka with small ruff, holding snowshoes, standing in snow near igloo, mountains in background, Eugene Tetinek?]
.5.15 - [three Alaska Native children standing outside near fish nets, Russian Mission. Cf. .115.5]
5.16 – [similar to .5.15]
5.17 - [similar to .5.15]
5.18 - Dick Holt, part of the rescue squad [man in wool parka with fur ruff posed outdoors holding snowshoes]
6.1 - Sam Applebaum, trader at Russian Mission. Behind him was the new Russian Mission church, constructed from the remains of the old church, which was torn down in 1941 [man standing outside building in winter]
6.2 – [similar to .6.1]
6.3 - [similar to .6.1, more of church visible behind Applebaum]
6.4 - [similar to .6.3]
6.5 - [similar to .6.1]
6.6 - [similar to .6.1]
6.7 - [similar to .6.3]
6.8 - [similar to .6.3]
6.9 - [ice fishing, men removing fish from trap, with woven nets, pile of fish in foreground, Russian Mission. Cf. 10.1]
6.10 - [men setting up traps for ice fishing, Russian Mission]
6.11 - [people and dog teams on frozen river, setting up fish traps for ice fishing, Russian Mission]
6.12 - [canoe with oars carrying supplies, tied to gravel beach]
6.13 - [Alaska Native man and woman wearing Western style clothing standing in doorway of log cabin. Same as B2012.016.111, identified by Tetinek as Joe Develin]
6.14 - [two Alaska Native men and young boy standing outdoors in summer, dog in grass at right, laundry on clothesline in background. Cf. .95.10; in 2016, residents of Fort Yukon identified man on right as Tommy Carrol, man at left as being from Chalkyitsik; at AFN 2016, man on right identified as Richard Martin]
6.15 - [view down small creek or diversion ditch in wooded area]
6.16 - [man mining in small creek, shovel, pick, and other equipment on banks]
6.17 - [similar to .6.16]
7.1 - The old Russian Mission Church that was torn down in 1941 [interior with altar]
7.2 – [similar to .7.1]
7.3 - The old Russian Mission Church that was torn down in 1941 [interior with censer, painting of Annunciation?]
7.4 - The old Russian Mission Church that was torn down in 1941 [interior with censer, painting of Resurrection?]
7.5 - The old Russian Mission Church that was torn down in 1941 [interior with tabernacle?]
7.6 - The old Russian Mission Church that was torn down in 1941 [interior with vessels?]
7.7 - The old Russian Mission Church that was torn down in 1941 [interior with vessels, crucifix, icon]
7.8 - The old Russian Mission Church that was torn down in 1941 [interior corner with window, desk, wall hanging]
7.9 - The old Russian Mission Church that was torn down in 1941 [interior with altar]
7.10 - [similar to .7.9]
7.11 - [similar to .7.9]
.7.12 - [similar to .7.9]
.7.13 - The old Russian Mission Church that was torn down in 1941 [interior with sanctuary]
.7.14 – [similar to .7.13]
.7.15 - [similar to .7.13]
.8.1 - The funeral of a young boy who went out trapping and presumably died of hypothermia. The priest’s name was [Vasily] Changsak. [Russian Mission, men carrying coffin]
.8.2 - The funeral of a young boy who went out trapping and presumably died of hypothermia. The priest's name was [Vasily] Changsak. [Russian Mission, procession]
.8.3 – [similar to .8.2]
.8.4 - [similar to .8.2]
.8.5 - The funeral of a young boy who went out trapping and presumably died of hypothermia. The priest's name was [Vasily] Changsak. [Russian Mission, men carrying coffin]
.8.6 – [similar to .8.5]
.8.7 - The funeral of a young boy who went out trapping and presumably died of hypothermia. The priest's name was [Vasily] Changsak. [Russian Mission, start of procession]
.8.8 – [similar to .8.7]
.8.9 - [float plane landing on river, probably Yukon River]
.8.10 - [small motor boat on mud flats at low tide, mountains in distance. cf. .15.1]
.8.11 - [similar to .8.10]
.8.12 - Fort Yukon Roadhouse, 1935 [exterior with sign]
.8.13 - Fort Yukon Roadhouse [small log cabin with vegetable garden, greenhouse at left, other buildings at right]
.8.14 - [ladder leading up to platform between two trees, cache, hunting blind, or sleeping platform? Cf. .50.16]
.8.15 - [same platform as in .8.14, from opposite side, with lake in background]
.8.16 – [similar to .8.15]
.8.17 - [similar to .8.15]
.9.1 - [Quonset huts on gravel road, mountains in distance, Adak?]
.9.2 - [Quonset huts, mountains in distance, Adak?]
.9.3 – [similar to .9.2]
.9.4 - [surf on coastline, mountains in distance, Adak?]
.9.5 - [military trucks in mountains in winter. Cf. .5.12]
.9.6 - [soldiers standing next to military trucks on mountain road in winter, trucks hauling trailers with sleds and other gear, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation?]
.9.7 - [crewmen standing near military floatplane on lake, tail number 35224]
.9.8 - [floatplanes on shore of lake]
.9.9 - [crewmen standing near military floatplane on lake, tail number 35224, second floatplane in background]
.9.10 - [two crewmen on floats of airplane on lake, one painting insignia of U.S. Army Air Force, tail number 35224]
.9.11 - [soldiers in field next to downed airplane, left engine propped up for repairs. Cf. .57.8, .83.10]
.9.12 – [similar to .9.11]
.9.13 - [men riding in amphibious vehicle in winter]
.9.14 – [similar to .9.13]
.9.15 - Helicopters landing in Marshall after World War II taking geologists to look for oil. There were no helicopters in Marshall until after the war. [Alaska Airlines helicopter on beach near lumber]
.9.16 - Helicopters landing in Marshall after World War II taking geologists to look for oil. There were no helicopters in Marshall until after the war. [helicopter flying low over river]
.9.17 – [similar to .9.16]
.9.18 – [similar to .9.15]
.10.1 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men using dippers at square hole in ice. Cf. .6.9]
.10.2 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [man setting out net on snow]
.10.3 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [people setting out net next to holes in ice]
.10.4 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men pulling fish out of trap and piling them on snow]
.10.5 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [sleds and dog teams on ice]
.10.6 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men and dog teams on ice next to holes, net on snow at left, snowshoes at right]
.10.7 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [sleds and dog teams on ice]
.10.8 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men standing near holes in ice]
.10.9 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [sleds and dog teams on ice]
.10.10 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men on ice next to holes, net on snow at left]
.10.11 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men on ice next to holes, snowshoes at right, mountains in distance]
.10.12 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men and dog teams on ice next to holes]
.10.13 – Ernie McChord [McCland?], [Webber?] [Wapoo?] Creek, 1948 [man operating drilling equipment. Cf. .18.10]
.10.14 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [man sitting on ice next to fish trap]
.10.15 - [men and puppies sitting in front of camp fire in brushy area]
.10.16 - [log cabin and outhouse in winter]
.11.1 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men with poles next to hole in ice]
.11.2 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men with poles next to hole in ice]
.11.3 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men setting up net on ice]
.11.4 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men setting up net on ice]
.11.5 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men pulling fish out of trap and piling them on snow]
.11.6 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men pulling fish out of trap and piling them on snow]
.11.7 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men setting up traps on ice]
.11.8 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [man setting up trap on ice, sleds and snowshoes in background]
.11.9 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [man setting up trap on ice, sleds and snowshoes in background]
.11.10 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men clearing ice from hole]
.11.11 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men setting up traps on ice, sled at left]
.11.12 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men standing near holes in ice]
.11.13 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men setting up traps on ice, hills in background]
.11.14 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men setting up traps on ice, man in foreground holding scoop, hills in background]
.11.15 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [piled fish and sticks from traps on ice, hills in distance]
.11.16 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [piled fish and sticks from traps on ice, hills in distance]
11.17 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [piled fish and sticks from traps on ice, hills in distance]
11.18 - [sunset, Russian Mission?]
12.1 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [piled fish and sticks from traps on ice]
12.2 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men removing traps from ice and piling up fish, mountains in distance]
12.3 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men removing traps from ice and piling up fish, mountains in distance]
12.4 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men emptying fish trap]
12.5 - [three soldiers standing in field in summer next to smoking debris, rescue squad, airplane crash]
12.6 – [similar to .12.5]
12.7 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [young boy standing next to pile of fish on ice, mountains in background]
12.8 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men standing next to holes on ice, pile of fish in background, mountains in distance]
12.9 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men standing next to holes on ice, pile of fish in background, mountains in distance]
12.10 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men emptying fish trap]
12.11 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men emptying fish trap]
12.12 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men scooping ice from holes, pile of fish in background, mountains in distance]
12.13 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [boy standing near pile of fish, mountains in background]
12.14 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men emptying fish trap, pile of fish on ice near dog team, mountains in distance]
12.15 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men removing traps from ice and piling up fish, mountains in distance]
12.16 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men removing traps from ice and piling up fish, hills in distance]

12.17 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men emptying fish trap, pile of fish on ice]

13.1 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men emptying fish trap, pile of fish on ice]

13.2 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [pile of fish on ice]

13.3 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men emptying fish trap, pile of fish on ice, hills in distance]

13.4 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men emptying fish trap, pile of fish on ice, sled at left, hills in distance]

13.5 - [Russian Orthodox church and graveyard in winter, frozen river in background, Russian Mission. cf. 54.4-.54.5]

13.6 – [Russian Orthodox church in winter, Russian Mission]

13.7 - [musher and dog team leaving village in winter, buildings in background, weather vane on tower in center distance, Russian Mission?]

13.8 - [musher and dog team on frozen water, tree line at right, near Russian Mission?]

13.9 - [ice break up on river, Yukon River near Russian Mission?]

13.10 - [scenic with water in foreground, snow on banks, mountain in distance, near Russian Mission?]

13.11 - [Jimmy Douglas sitting on wooden kennel with two dogs including Tetinek’s dog Jerry, log cabin in background. Cf. .124.17]

13.12 - [log cabin in wooded area, low hills in distance]

13.13 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men setting up fish traps]

13.14 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men setting up fish traps]

13.15 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men setting up fish traps on ice, dog team and snowshoes at left]

13.16 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men emptying fish trap, pile of fish on ice]
14.2 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men emptying fish trap, pile of fish on ice]

14.3 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. Simeon Stepanoff, the last Native to make fences and fish traps by hand. [portrait of man standing on ice near traps, holding scoop and large fish]

14.4 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [man next to pile of fish on ice near trap, dog team and sled at left]

14.5 - [dog team pulling sled across frozen water, mountains in distance, near Russian Mission]

14.6 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [musher and dog team pulling away from fish traps on ice with load of fish]

14.7 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [musher and dog team pulling away from fish traps on ice with load of fish]

14.8 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [man clubbing fish on ice near fish traps]

14.9 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [trap on ice]

14.10 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men setting up fish traps on ice]

14.11 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men setting up fish traps on ice, sled and snowshoes at right, second sled at left]

14.12 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men setting up fish traps on ice, dog team in foreground, mountains in distance]

14.13 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men setting up fish traps on ice, dog team in foreground, mountains in distance]

14.14 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men removing fish from trap, pile of fish on ice, mountains in distance]

14.15 - Winter fishing [Russian Mission]. Fish traps were put out just before Christmas. They celebrated Russian Christmas which is on January 7th. [men removing fish from trap, pile of fish on ice, mountains in distance]

15.1 - [dog sitting in small skiff with outboard motor pulled onto beach, trees and low hills in distance. cf. 8.10]

15.2 - [small skiff with outboard motor pulled onto beach, trees and low hills in distance]
15.3 - [helicopter flying low on approach to beach, low bluff across water in distance, Marshall? Cf. .9.15]
15.4 - [helicopter flying low on approach to beach, mountains across water in distance, Marshall?]
15.5 - [portrait of dog sitting next to Russian Orthodox cross grave marker, probably Russian Mission. Cf. .17.2]
15.6 - [Russian Orthodox graveyard with crosses, fences, trees, probably Russian Mission]
15.7 - [completed fish trap set on ground outside wooden building in summer, barrel next to building, entrance to subterranean house or barabara in background, fence around Russian Orthodox grave on hill in distance]
15.8 - [completed fish trap set on ground outside wooden building in summer, barrel next to building, entrance to subterranean house or barabara in background, fence around Russian Orthodox grave on hill in distance]
15.9 - [single dog pulling sled on winter trail, Tetinek’s dog]
15.10 – [similar to .15.9]
15.11 - [similar to .15.9]
15.12 - [similar to .15.9]
15.13 - [musher and dog team stopped near bluff along shore of frozen river, mountains in distance, probably Russian Mission]
15.14 - [musher and dog team stopped on street in village, buildings, boardwalk, and weather vane in background, Russian Mission?]
15.15 - [musher and dog team on boardwalk in spring, buildings in background, tower at left, Russian Mission?]
15.16 - [musher with dogs in harness sitting on boardwalk, man wearing rubber boots and driving cap, buildings in background, Russian Mission?]
16.1 - [portrait of dog in harness standing on frozen river, Tetinek’s dog]
16.2 - [scenic looking through snow-covered trees to frozen river with tracks running across snow]
16.3 – [similar to .16.2]
16.4 – [similar to .16.2]
16.5 - [musher with dogs in harness on boardwalk, man wearing rubber boots and driving cap, putting booties on dogs' paws, Russian Mission?]
16.6 – [similar to .16.5]
16.7 - [similar to .16.5]
16.8 - [similar to .16.5]
16.9 - [portrait of dog lying on frozen river next to backpack, skis, and ski poles, mountains in distance, Tetinek’s dog. Cf. .19.1]
16.10 - [similar to .16.9]
16.11 - [similar to .16.9]
16.12 - [similar to .16.9]
16.13 - [pile of fish]
16.14 - [man wearing military uniform outdoors squatting behind chained dog, food bucket on ground, river in distance]
16.15 - [Alaska Native man wearing military cap and hip boots standing next to dog kennel holding chain of dog standing on top of kennel, animal pens in background]
16.16 - [chained dog standing on top of kennel, animal pens in background]
17.1 - [dog portrait, Tetinek’s dog. double exposure]
17.2 - [portrait of dog sitting next Russian Orthodox cross grave marker, probably Russian Mission. Cf. .15.5]
17.3 - [dog portrait]
17.4 – [similar to .17.2]
17.5 – [dog portrait, dog standing on snow]
17.6 – [similar to .17.5]
17.7 - [scenic with clouds and sun over river, possibly Yukon River]
17.8 – [similar to .17.7]
17.9 - [scenic with ice in river, possibly Yukon River, mountains in distance]
17.10 - [portrait of dog next to Russian Orthodox cross grave marker, ice filled river in background, possibly Russian Mission]
17.11 – [similar to .17.10]
17.12 - [ice in river at break up, possibly Yukon River, small wooden skiff at shore dock in foreground]
17.13 - [mud at break up]
17.14 - [dog portrait, Tetinek’s dog on ridge overlooking river valley]
17.15 – [similar to .17.14]
17.16 - [similar to .17.14]
18.1 - [dog portrait, Tetinek’s dog on hillside]
18.2 - [similar to .18.1]
18.3 - [portrait of dog sitting in front of float plane]
18.4 - [similar to .18.3]
18.5 - [four fish laid out on grass next to bag]
18.6 – [similar to .18.5]
18.7 - [musher and dog team on frozen river in storm, possibly showing Northern lights]
18.8 – [similar to .18.7]
18.9 - [man standing outside log cabin, sawhorse, saw, and logs in front of building, snowshoes propped against wall. Same man as in .10.13]
18.10 - [man standing near well drilling machinery, mountains in distance]
18.11 - [dogs in dog yard along river, possibly Yukon River. Cf. 19.13]
18.12 – [similar to .18.11]
18.13 - [portrait of Tetinek’s dog wearing pack, river in background, possibly Yukon River]
18.14 - [portrait of Tetinek’s dog wearing pack. Cf. .19.5]
18.15 – [similar to .18.14]
18.16 - [portrait of Alaska Native man sitting with dog on top of dog kennel]
18.17 - [portrait of man sitting with dog on top of dog kennel, Eugene Tetinek?]
18.18 - [portrait of Caucasian man sitting with dog on top of dog kennel]
18.19 - [portrait of dog sitting on dog kennel next to white picket fence, man sitting just out of frame to left]
.19.1 - [portrait of dog in harness lying on snow next to pack, skis, and ski poles, mountains in distance. cf. .16.9]
.19.2 – [similar to .19.1]
.19.3 - [similar to .19.1]
.19.4 - [similar to .19.1]
.19.5 - [portrait of dog wearing pack. Cf. .18.4]
.19.6 – [similar to .19.5]
.19.7 - [portrait of dog wearing pack, river in background, possibly Yukon River]
.19.8 - [similar to .19.5]
.19.9 - [portrait of dog standing next to Russian Orthodox cross grave marker, river in background, probably Russian Mission. Cf. .15.5]
.19.10 – [similar to .19.9]
.19.11 - Mrs. John [portrait of Alaska Native woman wearing printed kuspuk on sitting on wooden stairs near fence, possibly church]
.19.12 – [similar to .19.11, with Tetinek’s dog]
.19.13 - [dogs in dog yard along river, possibly Yukon River, cf. .18.11]
.19.14 - [bird’s eye view of dogs in dog yard]
.19.15 - [bird’s eye view of man feeding dogs in dog yard]
.19.16 – [similar to .19.14]
.20.1 - [portrait of Tetinek’s dog, river in background, possibly Yukon River]
.20.2 – [similar to .20.1]
.20.3 - [portrait of Tetinek’s dog standing next to Russian Orthodox cross grave marker, river in background, probably Russian Mission. Cf. .15.5]
.20.4 – [similar to .20.4]
.20.5 - [portrait of Tetinek’s dog wearing pack, river in background, possibly Yukon River. Cf. .18.3]
.20.6 – [similar to .20.5]
.20.7 - [similar to .20.5]
.20.8 - [similar to .20.5]
.20.9 – [portrait of Tetinek’s dog in harness lying on ice]
.20.10 – [similar to .20.9]
.20.11 - [portrait of Tetinek’s dog in harness lying on snow next to pack, skis, and ski poles, mountains in distance. cf. .16.9]
.20.12 – [similar to .20.11]
.20.13 - [portrait of Tetinek’s dog wearing pack, sitting in field next to backpack and rifle]
.20.14 – [similar to .20.13]
.20.15 - [portrait of Tetinek’s dog wearing pack, river in background, possibly Yukon River. Cf. .18.3]
.20.16 – [similar to .20.15]
.20.17 - [portrait of Tetinek’s dog wearing pack]
.21.1 - [similar to .20.17]
.21.2 – [similar to .20.17]
.21.3 – [portrait of Tetinek’s dog, boat, lumber, and river in background]
.21.4 - [portrait of Tetinek’s dog sitting in front of wind break of tarp tied to fir trees]
21.5 - [scenic of river]
21.6 - [musher and dog team stopped on winter trail near log cabin, two other men standing near sled basket, one holding snowshoes]
21.7 - [dogs in dog yard next to building]
21.8 - [dogs in dog yard on river, animal pens at left, building at right. cf. .16.5]
21.9 - [portrait of Tetinek’s dog in harness lying on ice]
21.10 - [portrait of Tetinek’s dog in harness standing on ice]
21.11 - [portrait of Tetinek’s dog standing on ice]
21.12 - [similar to .21.10]
21.13 - [similar to .21.10]
21.14 - [dogs in dog yard]
21.15 - [dogs in dog yard along river, possibly Yukon River, fish drying rack in background, loudspeaker at left]
21.16 - [man and dog at camp fire, Eugene Tetinek and Jerry? Cf. .22.9]
21.17 - [similar to .21.16]
21.18 - [portrait of Tetinek’s dog on porch. Cf. .23.3]
21.19 - [similar to .21.18]
22.1 - [portrait of Tetinek’s dog in harness]
22.2 - [portrait of Tetinek’s dog standing on snow]
22.3 - [similar to .22.2]
22.4 - [similar to .22.2]
22.5 - [dog portrait, puppy on grass with dog and building in background]
22.6 - [dog portrait, dog on grass with building in background]
22.7 - [dog portrait, mother and puppy]
22.8 - [similar to .22.7]
22.9 - [man and dog at camp fire, Eugene Tetinek and Jerry? Cf. .21.16]
22.10 - [man at camp fire, cooking squirrel? Eugene Tetinek?]
22.11 - [Alaska Native man at camp fire, cooking squirrel? small tent in background]
22.12 - [scenic of river with clouds, brush and small dock in foreground]
22.13 - [wooden skiff with tarp covering on beach. Cf. .8.10]
22.14 - [similar to .22.13]
22.15 - [similar to .22.13]
22.16 - [scenic of open water, Yukon River?]
23.1 - [man and dog sitting in boat eating fish, Eugene Tetinek?]
23.2 - [musher and dog team on winter trail. original image blurred]
23.3 - [portrait of dog on porch. Cf. .21.18]
23.4 - [similar to .23.3]
23.5 - [similar to .23.3]
23.6 - [view down river from stern of boat with outboard motor]
23.7 - [portrait of dog in boat]
23.8 - [similar to .23.7]
23.9 - [similar to .23.7]
23.10 - [wooden skiff with tarp covering on beach, dog sitting in stern. Cf. .8.10]
23.11 - [similar to .23.10]
23.12 - [similar to .23.10]
23.13 - [similar to .23.10]
23.14 - [similar to .23.10]
23.15 - [similar to .23.10]
23.16 - [similar to .23.10]
23.17 - [similar to .23.10]
24.1 - Skinning muskrats, Russian Mission, Anisum Belkoff [man wearing apron seated on logs, river in background. Cf. .118.4]
24.2 – [similar to .24.2]
24.3 - [wooden skiff with tarp covering on beach, dog sitting in stern. Cf. .23.10]
24.4 – [similar to .24.3]
24.5 - [bird's eye view of village on river, possibly Yukon River, with pancake ice in water, riverboat docked near boardwalk at right, buildings along boardwalk, spring flooding at upper right, Russian Mission?]
24.6 – [portrait of Tetinek's dog]
24.7 – [similar to .24.6]
24.8 - [similar to .24.6]
24.9 - [portrait of Tetinek's dog]
24.10 - [similar to .24.6]
24.11 - [similar to .24.6]
24.12 - [similar to .24.6]
24.13 - [dog team asleep in snow, chained to log fence next to log cabin, other buildings in background]
24.14 – [similar to .24.14]
25.1 - F-E Co. 1942 [close up of men panning for gold, Fairbanks Exploration Company]
25.2 - F-E Co. 1942 [close up of man panning for gold, Fairbanks Exploration Company]
25.3 – [similar to .25.2]
25.4 - [similar to .25.2]
25.5 - F-E Co. 1942 [close up of end of pipe at Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
25.6 - [similar to .25.5]
25.7 - F-E Co. 1942 [view down chute carrying rocks at Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
25.8 – [similar to .25.7]
25.9 - F-E Co. 1942 [hose at Fairbanks Exploration Co. hydraulic mining operation]
25.10 - F-E Co. 1942 [night work at Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
25.11 – [similar to .25.10]
25.12 - [similar to .25.10]
25.14 – [similar to .25.13]
25.15 - [cabin on stilts, possibly fish camp? in winter, same location as .25.13]
25.16 - [winter street scene, buildings on left, machinery on right, mountains in distance]
26.1 - F-E Co. 1942 [close up of wash plant at Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
26.2 – [similar to .26.1]
26.3 - F-E Co. 1942 [close up of drag line at Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.26.4 - F-E Co. 1942 [close up of wash plant at Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.26.5 - [martin or swallow nesting in knot in wood of building. Cf. .117.8]
.26.6 – [similar to .26.5. double exposure]
.26.7 - [similar to .26.5]
.26.8 - [scenic of river, Yukon River?]
.26.9 - F-E Co. 1942 [hose at Fairbanks Exploration Co. hydraulic mining operation]
.26.10 – [similar to 26.9]
.26.11 - [similar to 26.9]
.26.12 - [scenic with clouds and trees, Northern lights?]
.26.13 – [similar to .26.12]
.26.14 - [similar to .26.12]
.26.15 - [riverboat Nenana at dock, Yukon River]
.27.1 - F-E Co. 1942 [wash plant at Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.27.2 – [similar to .27.1]
.27.3 - [similar to .27.1]
.27.4 - [similar to .27.1]
.27.5 - F-E Co. 1942 [view down wash plant chute at Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.27.6 – [similar to .27.5]
.27.7 - [scenic with clouds]
.27.8 - F-E Co. 1942 [wash plant at Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.27.9 - F-E Co. 1942 [wash plant and crane at Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.27.10 - F-E Co. 1942 [close-up of wash plant at Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.27.11 – [similar to .27.10]
.27.12 - F-E Co. 1942 [wash plant at Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.27.13 - F-E Co. 1942 [hose at Fairbanks Exploration Co. hydraulic mining operation]
.27.14 - [mining camp in Interior, with several wood-frame buildings, Fairbanks Exploration Co., 1942? Cf. .28.3]
.27.15 - F-E Co. 1942 [wash plant and crane at Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.27.16 – [similar to .27.15]
.28.1 - F-E Co. 1942 [wash plant at Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.28.2 - [similar to .28.1]
.28.3 - [mining camp in Interior, with several wood-frame buildings, Fairbanks Exploration Co., 1942. Cf. .27.14]
.28.4 – [similar to .28.3]
.28.5 - F-E Co. 1942 [man driving bulldozer on dirt road, pulling pieces of crane or other machinery on sledges]
.28.6 - F-E Co. 1942 [men assembling machinery or mining plant]
.28.7 – [similar to .28.6]
.28.8 - [similar to .28.6]
.28.9 - F-E Co. 1942 [close up of wash plant at Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.28.10 - F-E Co. 1942 [crane scooping gravel on drag line, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.28.11 - F-E Co. 1942 [close up of wash plant at Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.28.12 - F-E Co. 1942 [view down wash plant chute at Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.28.13 - F-E Co. 1942 [miner panning, supplies on ground at right, Fairbanks Exploration Co., Eugene Tetinek?]
.28.14 - F-E Co. 1942 [miner emptying bucket of gravel on rock pile, Fairbanks Exploration Co.]
.28.15 - F-E Co. 1942 [miner operating machinery, Fairbanks Exploration Co.]
.28.16 - F-E Co. 1942 [two miners working sluice box at Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.29.1 - F-E Co. 1942 [crane and hose at Fairbanks Exploration Co. hydraulic mining operation]
.29.2 - F-E Co. 1942 [man driving bulldozer at Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.29.3 - F-E Co. 1942 [man atop crane hoisting bucket at Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.29.4 - F-E Co. 1942 [crane and hose at Fairbanks Exploration Co. hydraulic mining operation]
.29.5 - Funeral of a young boy who went out trapping and presumably died of hypothermia. The priest’s name was Vassily Changsak. Russian Mission [men in procession with coffin near church. Cf. .8.1]
.29.6 - F-E Co. 1942 [crane and hose at Fairbanks Exploration Co. hydraulic mining operation]
.29.7 - F-E Co. 1942 [man standing on P & H Excavator machinery at Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.29.8 - F-E Co. 1942 [crane and hose at Fairbanks Exploration Co. hydraulic mining operation, tailings piles in background]
.29.9 - F-E Co. 1942 [drag line at Fairbanks Exploration Co. hydraulic mining operation, tailings piles in background]
.29.10 - [Alaska Native man and young boy in skiff with outboard motor next to fish wheel on river, possibly Yukon River. Cf. .110.5]
.29.11 - [boardwalk along river, with skiffs and riverboats tied along shore, Russian Mission circa 1947?]
.29.12 – [similar to .29.11]
.29.13 – [portrait of Tetinek’s dog]
.29.14 - F-E Co. 1942 [crane scooping gravel at Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.29.15 - F-E Co. 1942 [crane and hose at Fairbanks Exploration Co. hydraulic mining operation, tailings piles in background]
.29.16 – [similar to .29.15]
.30.1 - [large airfield, probably Weeks Field in Fairbanks]
.30.2 - [scenic with river flats, low mountain in distance]
.30.3 - [two men walking along gravel road paralleling river or lake]
.30.4 - [mining operation near road, buildings across road, Fairbanks Exploration Co.?]
.30.5 - [riverboat tied to shore at sunset, possibly Yukon River near Russian Mission? Cf. .29.11]
.30.6 - [wood-frame and log buildings and walled tents along road in unidentified location, Willow Creek area?]
.30.7 - [river sternwheeler Yukon on Yukon River with loaded barge]
.30.8 - [machinery on top of large gravel pile, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation?]
.30.9 - [bulldozers and heavy equipment in cleared area, buildings in distance, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation?]
.30.10 - [barge, riverboats, cranes, and other machinery on banks of river, probably Yukon River]
.30.11 - [crane in cleared area, buildings in distance, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation?]
.30.12 - [ski tracks through snow in wooded area, winter]
.30.13 - [snowshoe tracks through snow in wooded area, winter]
.30.14 - F-E Co. 1942 [crane scooping gravel at Fairbanks Exploration Co. hydraulic mining operation]
.30.15 - F-E Co. 1942 [crane and hose at Fairbanks Exploration Co. hydraulic mining operation]
.30.16 - F-E Co. 1942 [crane and hose at Fairbanks Exploration Co. hydraulic mining operation, dog in foreground, cabin in background]
.30.17 - [riverboat tied to shore at sunset, possibly Yukon River near Russian Mission? Cf. .30.5]
.30.18 - [riverboat passing on river, probably Yukon River]
.30.19 - [riverboats and barges tied to shore, possibly Yukon River near Russian Mission?]
.30.20 - [portable log bridge being pulled behind vehicle along dirt road]
.30.21 - F-E Co. 1942 [men assembling plant at Fairbanks Exploration Co. hydraulic mining operation]
.31.1 - [U.S. Army small tug ST-379 on river near landslide area, probably Yukon River. One of two ST design 341 wooden tugs built by Prothero McDonald in Seattle in 1943]
.31.2 - [workman in hardhat standing next to crane in clearing, building at right, Fairbanks Exploration Co.]
.31.3 - [heavy equipment being loaded or offloaded from river barge, Fairbanks Exploration Co.]
.31.4 - F-E Co. 1942 [bird's eye view of mining operation, with crane, drag line, sluice box, and wash plant amid tailings piles]
.31.5 - F-E Co. 1942 [Fairbanks Exploration Co. hydraulic mining operation]
.31.6 - F-E Co. 1942 [close-up of scoop on drag line, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.31.7 - F-E Co. 1942 [close-up of scoop on drag line, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.31.8 - F-E Co. 1942 [wash plant, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.31.9 – [similar to .31.8]
.31.10 - F-E Co. 1942 [crane scooping gravel, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.31.11 - [large airfield, probably Weeks Field in Fairbanks]
.31.12 - [U.S. Army small tug ST-379 on river near landslide area, probably Yukon River. One of two ST design 341 wooden tugs built by Prothero McDonald in Seattle in 1943]
.31.13 - [similar to .31.12]
.31.14 - [large military installation, with Quonset huts, utility lines, possibly hangar in distance, Fairbanks?]
.31.15 - [view down dirt road through flat area, possibly mining road?]
.31.16 - F-E Co. 1942 [men assembling plant, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.31.17 – [similar to .31.16]
.31.18 - F-E Co. 1942 [bulldozer pulling sledge with crane parts, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.31.19 - F-E Co. 1942 [view down dirt road to gravel pile, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.31.20 - F-E Co. 1942 [view down dirt road to gravel pile, river or lake at left, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.32.1 - F-E Co. 1942 [heavy equipment driving down dirt road to gravel pile, river or lake at left, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.32.2 - F-E Co. 1942 [view down dirt road to gravel pile, river or lake at left, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.32.3 - F-E Co. 1942 [Fairbanks Exploration Co. hydraulic mining operation. original negative very underexposed]
.32.4 - F-E Co. 1942 [bird's eye view of Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.32.6 - [riverboats tied to shore at sunset, possibly Yukon River. Cf. .30.5]
.32.7 - [riverboats tied to shore, two dogs in bow, possibly Yukon River]
.32.9 - [U.S. Army small tug, possibly ST-457, with three riverboats including Hazel B. No. 1 of Juneau, tied along shore, automobile on small dock at left, possibly Yukon River]
.32.10 - [man standing next to crane in clearing, building at right, Fairbanks Exploration Co.?]
.32.11 - [two Alaska Native women and small child standing on large dirt pile, possibly mining tailings]
.32.12 - [large military installation, with Quonset huts, utility lines, possibly hangar in distance, Fairbanks?]
.32.13 - [scenic of clearing in taiga, clouds]
.33.1 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.33.2 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.33.3 - [scenic in mountainous area]
.33.4 - [portrait of soldier standing on ridgeline in mountain range]
.33.5 - [five men resting on trail with packs, snowshoes, and rifle in snow, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.33.6 - Joe Secora, Eugene Tetinek's partner for the rescue [three men on snowshoes, roped up for traverse, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.33.7 - [three men on snowshoes, roped up for traverse, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.33.8 - [three men on snowshoes, roped up for traverse, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.33.9 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.33.10 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.33.11 - [soldiers at airplane crash site, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.33.12 - [scenic of river]
.33.13 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.33.14 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.33.15 - [aerial of river valley with cultivated fields, Matanuska Valley?]
.33.16 - [aerial of river valley]
.33.17 - [man standing on ridgeline in mountain range]
.33.18 - [man climbing down ridgeline in mountain range]
.33.19 - [single man on snowshoes, view of tracks and mountain peak ahead, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.34.1 - [base camp in mountains, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.34.2 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.34.3 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.34.4 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.34.5 - [man hauling snow bricks for shelter at base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.34.6 - [climber roped up for traverse, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.34.7 - [two men laying in snow, pulling climber roped up for traverse, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.34.8 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.34.9 - [scenic, possibly including debris field from airplane crash? Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.34.10 - [climber wearing pack and holding rope in foreground, four more climbers in distance, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.34.11 - [four soldiers on snowshoes, roped up for traverse, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.34.12 - [two soldiers on snowshoes, roped up for traverse, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.34.13 - [climber wearing pack and holding rope in foreground, five more climbers in distance, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.34.14 - [soldiers on snowshoes, roped up for traverse, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.34.15 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.34.16 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.34.17 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.34.18 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.35.1 - [climber roped up for ascent, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.35.2 - [three soldiers on snowshoes, roped up for traverse, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.35.3 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.35.4 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.35.5 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.35.6 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.35.7 - [bird's eye view of glacier]
.35.8 - [bird's eye view of river valley]
.35.9 - [bird's eye view of glacier]
.35.10 - [similar to .35.9]
.35.11 - [snow plow clearing road to Wonder Lake. Cf. .86.1]
.35.12 - [man walking near snow plow clearing road to Wonder Lake]
.35.13 - [bird's eye view of three climbers making ascent, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.35.14 - [climbers at base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.35.15 - [distant view of two climbers making ascent, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.35.16 - [distant view of three climbers making ascent, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.35.17 - [scenic with tracks through snow in foreground, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.35.18 - [similar to 35.17]
.35.19 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.35.20 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.36.1 - [view down road in mountainous area in winter, Wonder Lake area?]
.36.2 - [truck convoy on road in mountainous area in winter]
.36.3 - [similar to .36.2]
.36.4 - [truck convoy crossing wooden trestle bridge on road in mountainous area in winter]
.36.5 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.36.6 - [distant view of base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.36.7 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation. original negative damaged]
.36.8 - [scenic with sunrise or sunset in mountainous area]
.36.9 - [similar to .36.8]
.36.10 - [similar to .36.8]
.36.11 - [base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.36.12 - [base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation. original image blurry]
.36.13 - [base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.36.14 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.37.1 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.37.2 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.37.3 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.37.4 - [scenic with sunrise or sunset in mountainous area cf. .36.8]
.37.5 - [scenic with sunrise or sunset in mountainous area, small wooden bridge at right]
.37.6 - [scenic in mountainous area, frozen river in foreground]
.37.7 - [scenic with sunrise or sunset in mountainous area]
.37.8 - [scenic of rushing creek with trees, mountains in distance]
.37.9 - [scenic of grasses and pine trees in mountainous area]
.37.10 - [similar to .37.9]
.37.11 - [similar to .37.9]
.37.12 - [similar to .37.9]
.37.13 - [scenic of creek through grasses and pine trees in mountainous area]
.37.14 - [similar to .37.13]
.37.15 - [bird's eye view of creek through grasses and pine trees in mountainous area]
.37.16 - [similar to .37.13]
.38.1 - [bird's eye view of river through flat in mountainous area]
.38.2 - [similar to .38.1]
.38.3 - [McKinley Park Hotel]
.38.4 - [two-story cabin in wooded area in winter, possibly McKinley Park]
.38.5 - [bird's eye view of river gorge in mountainous area]
.38.6 - [soldier standing on ridgeline overlooking glacier]
.38.7 - [soldier standing on ridgeline leading up to summit]
.38.8 - [two soldiers standing on ridgeline overlooking glacier]
.38.9 - [two men with well-drilling machinery in wooded area. Cf. .10.13]
.38.10 - [drilling machinery set up at small mining operation in wooded area]
.38.11 - [two men with sled and dog team on summer trail through clear-cut area]
.38.12 - [musher with sled and dog team on summer trail through clear-cut area]
.38.13 - [snowmachine pulling men and packs up slope, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.38.14 - [similar to .38.13]
.38.15 - [similar to .38.13]
.38.16 - [similar to .38.13]
.39.1 - [climbers roped up for ascent, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.39.2 - [base camp, snowshoes in snow at left, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.39.3 - [climbers setting up base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.39.4 - [similar to .39.3]
.39.5 - [snowmachine pulling men and packs up slope, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.39.6 - [climbers stopped to rest on ridgeline, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.39.7 - [climbers roped up for ascent, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.39.8 - [climbers roped up for ascent, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.39.9 - [climbers stopped to rest during traverse, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.39.10 - [base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.39.11 - [snowmachine pulling men and packs to base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.39.12 - [climbers setting up base camp, snowmachine at left, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.39.13 - [base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.39.14 - [climbers setting up base camp, snowmachine at right, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.39.15 - [men at site of airplane crash, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.39.16 - [distant view of base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.39.17 - [men at site of airplane crash, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.39.18 - [debris at site of airplane crash, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.39.19 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.40.1 - [distant view of base camp, airplane crash debris in foreground? Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.40.2 - [men at site of airplane crash, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.40.3 - [men at site of airplane crash, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.40.4 - [distant view of men at site of airplane crash, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.40.5 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.40.6 - [base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.40.7 - [similar to .40.6]
.40.8 - [similar to .40.6]
.40.9 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.40.10 - [snowmachine pulling men and packs up slope, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.40.11 - [distant view of snowmachine pulling men and packs up slope, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.40.12 - [climbers setting up base camp, snowmachine at left, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.40.13 - [soldier wearing pack using walking stick to balance on log across rushing creek]
.40.14 - [soldier crossing crevasse on log. Cf. .61.14]
.40.15 - [scenic of glacier terminus]
.40.16 – [similar to .40.15]
.41.1 - [climbers setting up base camp, snowmachine at right, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.41.2 - [snowmachine pulling men and packs to base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.41.3 - [snowmachine pulling men and packs to base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.41.4 - [snowmachine pulling men and packs up slope, man on skis at right, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.41.5 - [snowmachine pulling men and packs up slope, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.41.6 - [portrait of soldier wearing fur parka and mittens, military rescue squad]
.41.7 - [portrait of soldier wearing parka with fur ruff and gloves, smoking cigarette, military rescue squad]
.41.8 - [climbers stopped on slope, debris field or base camp in distance, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.41.9 - [climbers roping up for traverse, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.41.10 - [climbers roped up for ascent, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.41.11 - [portrait of soldier wearing fur parka, bunny boots, and mittens, resting on pick, military rescue squad]
.41.12 - [snowmachine pulling men and packs to base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.41.13 – [similar to .41.12]
.41.14 - [similar to .41.12]
.41.15 - [climbers roped up for traverse, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.41.16 - [climbers roped up for traverse, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation. Original image blurry]
.41.17 - [man skiing across flat near summit, military rescue squad]
.41.18 - [man skiing down slope, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.42.1 - [scenic of mountain gorge]
.42.2 – [similar to .42.1]
.42.3 - [similar to .42.1]
.42.4 - [two soldiers placing logs to cross crevasse]
.42.5 - [climbers setting up base camp, snowmachine in foreground, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.42.6 – [similar to .42.5]
.42.7 - [men cutting snow blocks at base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.42.8 - [man cutting snow blocks and assembling shelter at base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.42.9 – [similar to .42.8]
.42.10 - [two climbers on snowshoes roped up for ascent, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.42.11 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.42.12 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.42.13 - [three climbers on snowshoes roped up for ascent, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.42.14 - [distant view of hydraulic mining operation, pipeline in foreground, possibly Fairbanks Exploration Co.?]
.42.15 - [distant view of dredge and hydraulic mining operation, dirt road in foreground, possibly Fairbanks Exploration Co.?]
.42.16 – [view of river valley, buildings in distance at left, possibly near Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation?]
.42.17 - [view down ditch, possibly for hydraulic mining operation, Fairbanks Exploration Co.?]
.43.1 - [four soldiers with rowboat and amphibious vehicle near stand of birch trees on riverbank]
.43.2 - [four soldiers, getting ready to fish near stand of birch trees on riverbank, small boat in water]
.43.3 - Russian Mission cannon [cannon on wooden pedestal]
.43.4 – Russian Mission cannon [bird perched on open end of cannon]
.43.5 - Russian Mission cannon [birds flying into open end of cannon]
.43.6 - [soldiers riding in amphibious vehicle in mountainous area in winter]
.43.7 – [similar to .43.6]
.43.8 - [view down ditch with large buildings at left, automobiles parked along road, Chatanika?]
.43.9 - [view down ditch with Chatanika Trading Co. at left, houses and businesses at right, automobiles parked along road]
.43.10 - Mail plane, Russian Mission [airplane on floats near river bank, pilot wading out to it, mountains across river in distance]
.43.11 – [similar to .43.10]
.43.12 - [partially obscured view of man in ditch in wooded area with shovels, possibly digging drainage or water control ditch]
.43.13 - [man in ditch in wooded area, possibly digging drainage or water control ditch. original negative overexposed]
.43.14 - [scenic of coastline, Adak?]
.43.15 - [two men with surveying equipment in foreground, tank farm in distance, building at right, mountains in distance, Adak]
.43.16 - [two men with surveying equipment in foreground, tank farm in distance, building at right, mountains in distance, Adak]
.43.17 - [weather station or survey marker in foreground, bay in background, Adak]
.44.1 - [view down ditch, possibly for hydraulic mining operation, Fairbanks Exploration Co.?]
.44.2 - [man sitting on log bridge across ditch, possibly for hydraulic mining operation, Fairbanks Exploration Co.]
.44.3 - [man working pump on pipeline for irrigation or hydraulic mining]
.44.4 - [man on bulldozer next to wooden fence or building frame under construction]
.44.5 - [similar to .44.4]
.44.6 - [base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation. Original image blurry]
.44.7 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.44.8 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.44.9 - [tractor pulling drilling equipment, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.44.10 - [men working in ditch next to above-ground pipeline, possibly for hydraulic mining operation, Fairbanks Exploration Co.]
.44.11 - [Native child wearing Western-style dress on beach at fish camp, with drying rack and log buildings in background, Russian Mission]
.44.12 - [view across river to fish camp, with drying rack and log buildings, Russian Mission]
.44.13 - [view of fish camp, with drying rack and log buildings, Russian Mission]
.44.14 - Paul Oksook baling dried fish [man tying fish at fish camp, Russian Mission]
.44.15 - [winter scenic of creek]
.44.16 - [bird's eye view of military base, Adak]
.44.17 - [man with surveying equipment on bluff above military base, Adak]
.44.18 - [similar to .44.17]
.44.19 - [man standing on bank of ditch, possibly for hydraulic mining operation, Fairbanks Exploration Co.]
.45.1 - [scenic of lake or inlet and mountains]
.45.2 - [scenic overlooking glacier]
.45.3 - [bird's eye view of Quonset hut buried in snow, Adak]
.45.4 - [three men surveying, bay in distance, Adak]
.45.5 - [similar to .45.4]
.45.6 - Adak with tower
.45.7 - [similar to .45.6]
.45.8 - [similar to .45.6]
.45.9 - [Jeep parked outside Quonset hut with sign for The Blue Fox, Adak]
.45.10 - [bird's eye view of coastline, Adak]
.45.11 - [winter view across frozen flat to storage tanks in distance, man carrying lumber near building at right, Adak]
.45.12 - Adak with tower
.45.13 - [three men surveying, buildings and storage tanks in background, Adak]
.45.14 - [bunker surrounded by razor wire, sandbags, and wooden fence with No Smoking sign, structures visible behind barricades, Adak]
.45.15 - [sentry point near bunker, buildings and storage tanks on bluff above, Adak]
.45.16 - [bird's eye view of coastline, razor wire in foreground, military base at left, Adak]
.45.17 - [view down coastline, razor wire in foreground, military base at left, Adak]
.46.1 - [winter scenic of Adak]
.46.2 - [razor wire around military installation on coastline, Adak]
.46.3 - [gun emplacements on coastline, Adak]
.46.4 - [overturned boat and remnants of dock along coastline, Adak]
.46.5 - [military vehicles buried in snow drift, Adak]
.46.6 - [sunrise or sunset over military base on Adak, with Quonset huts and road in foreground]
.46.7 – [sunrise or sunset over military base on Adak, with Quonset huts in foreground]
.46.8 - [sunrise or sunset over military base on Adak, with Quonset huts in foreground]
.46.9 - [two men surveying in winter, buildings, Quonset huts, and bay in background, Adak]
.46.10 - [three men surveying in winter, buildings, Quonset huts, and bay in background, Adak]
.46.11 - [two men surveying in winter, Adak]
.46.12 - [three men surveying in winter, storage tanks and mountains in background, Adak]
.46.13 - [bird's eye view of military installation on Adak, with gun emplacements, remnants of docks, small boats on beach, Adak]
.46.14 - [bird's eye view of coastline, with gun emplacements, remnants of docks, small boats on beach, Adak]
.46.15 - [sunrise or sunset over military installation on Adak, with razor wire and gun emplacement in foreground]
.46.16 - [similar to .46.15]
.47.1 - [small building, outpost or lookout, covered with camouflage netting, Adak]
.47.2 - [military bunker on Adak]
.47.3 - [flock of birds flying over water, Adak]
.47.4 - [view down dirt road, bay in distance, Adak]
.47.5 - [ptarmigan on snow patch, Adak]
.47.6 - [ptarmigan on grass, Adak]
.47.7 - [bird's eye view of bay, Adak]
.47.8 - [bird's eye view of bay, buildings in foreground, mountain in distance, Adak]
.47.9 - [razor wire on a hillside in the snow, Adak]
.47.10 – [similar to .47.9]
.47.11 - [bird's eye view of bay, razor wire in foreground, road in distance, Adak]
.47.12 - [razor wire on a hillside in the snow, Adak]
.47.13 - [flock of birds flying over water, mountains in distance, Adak]
.47.14 - [scenic of coastline with rock outcropping, mountains in distance, Adak]
.47.15 - [similar to .47.14]
.47.16 - [geese on rocks along shore, logs in foreground, dock at left, mountains in distance, Adak]
.48.1 - [weather station or survey marker on ridge overlooking bay, Adak]
.48.2 – [similar to .48.1]
.48.3 - [Quonset huts at military installation on Adak, smoke near storage tanks on bluff above base, Adak]
.48.4 - [bird's eye view of military vehicles and Quonset huts, military installation, Adak]
.48.5 - [sunrise or sunset over town or camp, with log cabins, cache or dog kennel, unidentified location]
.48.6 – [similar to .48.5]
.48.7 - [similar to .48.5]
.48.8 - [similar to .48.5]
.48.9 - [similar to .48.5]
.48.10 - [similar to .48.5]
.48.11 - [similar to .48.5]
.48.12 - [similar to .48.5]
.48.13 - [two men surveying next to Quonset hut, Adak]
.48.14 - [similar to .48.13]
.48.15 - [two men surveying on rise overlooking military installation with Quonset huts, dog at right, Adak]
.48.16 - [scenic of island, bay and mountains in distance, Adak]
.49.1 - [wooden structure on gravel bank of river, barrel at right, utility poles carrying line across river, Adak?]
.49.2 - [bird's eye view of two lakes in mountainous tundra, Adak?]
.49.3 - [group of men in civilian dress gathered around camp fire in front of two Quonset huts numbered 583, Adak]
.49.4 - [similar to .49.3]
.49.5 - [self portrait of man wearing pajamas lying in bed]
.49.6 - [man surveying in winter, buildings in background, Adak]
.49.7 - [view of military installation, overlooking Quonset huts buried in snow, bay in distance, Adak]
.49.8 - [exterior of Quonset hut No. 5 with sign for Lackanukky Lodge, Adak]
.49.9 - [mostly obscured view of military installation on Adak]
.49.10 - [bird's eye view of military installation with Quonset huts in winter, mountains in distance, Adak]
.49.11 - [man holding waterfowl covered in oil, wash basin at left, Adak]
.49.12 - [military installation in winter, with walkways, Quonset huts and buildings buried in snow drifts, Adak]
.49.13 - [four men carrying poles or surveying equipment walking down beach in winter, Adak]
.49.14 - [scenic of rock outcropping on beach, bay and mountains in distance, Adak. Cf. .47.14]
.49.15 - [bird's eye view of military installation with Quonset huts and other buildings in winter, road in foreground, mountains in distance, Adak]
.49.16 - [bird's eye view of military installation with Quonset huts and other buildings in winter, men gathered in yard at right, mountains in distance, Adak]
.49.17 - [portrait of man standing next to snow gauge on Adak]
.50.1 - Army fishing, food for dogs [soldiers hanging fish on drying rack, Adak]
.50.2 - [soldier looking through large telescope or spotting aid on shore, Adak]
.50.3 - Army fishing, food for dogs [still life with fish, Adak]
.50.4 - Army fishing, food for dogs [soldiers working slime line cleaning fish, Adak]
.50.5 - Army fishing, food for dogs [two soldiers angling from river bank, Adak]
.50.6 - [soldier carrying pack and rifle standing in field, mountains in distance, Adak, Eugene Tetinek?]
.50.7 - Army fishing, food for dogs [bird's eye view of soldiers working slime line cleaning fish, sluice boxes set up to move fish between wooden boxes, Adak]
.50.8 - Army fishing, food for dogs [bird's eye view of soldiers working slime line cleaning fish, sluice boxes set up to move fish between wooden boxes, Adak]
.50.9 - Army fishing, food for dogs [soldiers working slime line cleaning fish, Adak]
.50.10 - Army fishing, food for dogs [soldier loading fish into wooden box from canoe, box part of slime line set up, Adak]
.50.11 - Army fishing, food for dogs [soldiers hanging fish on drying rack, Adak]
.50.12 - Army fishing, food for dogs [soldier unloading fish from wooden box, box part of slime line set up, Adak]
.50.13 - Army fishing, food for dogs [soldiers hanging fish on drying rack, wooden box from slime line at left, Adak]
.50.14 - Army fishing, food for dogs [soldiers loading fish into wooden box from canoes, box part of slime line set up, Adak]
.50.15 - [scenic with moon and clouds]
.50.16 - [men camping, with large tent and cache or hunting blind between birch trees. Cf. .8.14]
.50.17 - [two large tents in wooded area]
.50.18 – [similar to .50.17]
.51.1 - [military truck parked outside large log roadhouse, construction on addition at right, antlers mounted over entrance, water tower in distance, Adak?]
.51.2 - Joe Gange, boss at Adak [soldier and puppy dog outside tent. Cf. .71.5]
.51.3 - [buildings in mountain pass, probably old mining complex, man seated on rock outcropping in foreground, Hatcher Pass area?]
.51.4 - [soldier standing overlooking mountain pass, termination dust on peaks, probably Talkeetna or Chugach Mountains]
.51.5 - [scenic of mountains and coastline, Adak]
.51.6 - 500 lb. bombs, Adak [man sitting on wooden pallet with stacked bombs]
.51.7 - 500 lb. bombs, Adak [man sitting on wooden pallet with stacked bombs]
.51.8 - [pig farm, man in field at right, Adak?]
.51.9 - [four soldiers wearing ranger hats seated around camp fire in wooded area]
.51.10 - [three men surveying in field, Adak]
.51.11 - [three men surveying on hillside, Adak]
.51.12 - [similar to .51.11]
.51.13 - [three men carrying surveying equipment walking in snowy field towards military base, Adak]
.51.14 – [similar to .51.13]
.51.15 - [three men surveying in field, Adak]
.51.16 - [view across airfield at military base to mountain in distance, barricades in foreground, Adak]
.51.17 - [military ships in harbor, boat docked at right, mountains in distance, Adak]
.51.18 - [military ships in harbor, dock at left, Adak]
.52.1 - Eagle Salverson, trapper at Fort Yukon [i.e. Egil Salveson, musher with three dog team pulling loaded sled on winter trail]
.52.2 - [group of school children posed outdoors in winter, most wearing Western-style clothing, some with skin mittens, Russian Mission?]
.52.3 - [Caucasian man, Eugene Tetinek? wearing short fur parka with walrus tusk insets and geometric decoration at bottom hem, standing outdoors in winter with sled, wood-frame buildings in background, Marshall. Cf. .58.4]
.52.4 - [Caucasian man, Joe Secora? wearing mukluks and short fur parka with walrus tusk insets and geometric decoration at bottom hem, standing outdoors in winter with dog, sled and coffee carton at left, wood-frame buildings in background, Marshall]
.52.5 - [man walking along plank to debark from riverboat tied to shore, ice chunks floating in water, Yukon River]
.52.6 - Mountain Village 1935 [four Alaska Native children standing on boardwalk in winter, two wearing skin parkas with fur ruffs and mittens, one wearing kuspuk, one wearing Western style clothes, all wearing mukluks. Copy neg identified as Russian Mission, 1947]
.52.7 - Axel Johnson, 1937. He supposedly killed a man in Bristol Bay [portrait of man repairing fishing net]
.52.8 - [scenic with sun, clouds, surf, Adak]
.52.9 - [barefooted soldier carrying large backpack standing on riverbed, mountain in background]
.52.10 - [two men wearing snowshoes posed outdoors during snowstorm, pine trees in background]
.52.11 - [man snowshoeing in wooded area in winter]
.53.1 - Army fishing, food for dogs [soldiers working slime line, Adak]
.53.2 - [debris from military airplane crash on tundra, water in distance at left. C-47 crashed on November 28, 1942, piloted by Col. Everett S. Davis. Recovered south shore Lake Iliamna, August 1943. Cf. .53.5]
.53.3 - Mail plane in at Marshall, George Marsh, commissioner [men next to airplane. Cf. .76.3]
.53.4 - Mail plane in at Marshall [pilot exiting airplane, wearing fur hat and parka with geometric design on upper arm, smoking cigarette]
.53.5 - Plane crash across Cook Inlet from Anchorage, 1940s [men looking at debris from military airplane crash on tundra. Cf. .53.3]
.53.6 - Army fishing, food for dogs [soldiers working slime line, Adak]
.53.7 - Army fishing, food for dogs [soldiers unloading fish from canoe into wooden box for slime line, Adak]
.53.8 - Army vehicle for land and water [men on riverbank with birch trees, amphibious vehicle tied to bank. Cf. .43.1]
.53.9 - [soldiers loading amphibious vehicle onto military truck, birch trees at left, water and mountains in background]
.53.10 - Army vehicle for land and water [two soldiers riding in amphibious vehicle on river, view down tow rope from second vessel. Cf. .104.19]
.53.11 - [debris from military airplane crash on tundra, water in distance at left. Cf. .53.5?]
.53.12 - [musher with long sled and two dog teams stopped on winter trail, possibly Yukon River]
.53.13 - Cemetery in Nulato [grave markers, crosses, pennants on poles]
.53.14 - [baby in hospital bed, Mountain Village?]
.53.15 - [baby in hospital bed, Mountain Village?]
.53.16 - [two dogs standing on top of log kennel, buildings in background, Russian Mission?]
.54.1 - [debris from military airplane crash on tundra, tail number 138635. Cf. .53.5]
.54.2 - [debris from military airplane crash on tundra. Cf. .53.5]
.54.3 - Big Lake [winter scenic, rowboat pulled onto shore, birch and pine trees]
.54.4 - [Russian Orthodox church and graveyard in winter, Russian Mission? cf. .13.5-.13.6]
.54.5 - [similar to .54.4]
.54.6 - [three men with large dog team pulling sled on winter trail]
.54.7 - [amphibious vehicle parked in yard of log cabin, outbuilding on stilts at right. cf. .56.4]
.54.8 - [soldiers pulling load over snow, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.54.9 - [soldier posed on rock outcropping, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.54.10 - [man posed outdoors with snow gauge, Eugene Tetinek? Adak]
.54.11 - Bill O'Brien, trapper, Fort Yukon, 1934 [portrait of man wearing broad-brimmed hat and suspenders, standing outside at town auction next to woman wearing Athabascan-style beaded baby belt]
.54.12 - Auction sale after a town member’s death, Fort Yukon, 1934 [white and Athabascan men and women standing outdoors, trapper Bill O'Brien at right, woman in center wearing Athabascan-style beaded baby belt, Yukon River in background. In 2016, Fort Yukon residents identified man wearing eye shade as Joe Ward, woman wearing headscarf as Ellen Ward, trapper at left as first name Curtis]
.54.13 - [soldiers pulling load over snow, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.54.14 - [bird’s eye view of four men walking in valley in winter, mountains in distance, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.54.15 - [flock of birds flying over water, Adak]
.54.16 - Jim Douglas and his son Jimmy, Marshall, 1930s [portrait of man and boy standing outside log cabin]
.54.17 - Auction sale after a town member’s death, Fort Yukon, 1934 [Athabascan men, women, and children standing outdoors, girl in center eating apple, woman at right wearing Athabascan-style beaded baby belt, Yukon River in background. In 2016, Fort Yukon residents identified man at left smoking pipe as Old Erick, man at right wearing driving cap as Paul Solomon]
.54.18 - Olson, coming down Yukon, 1934 [portrait of man seated in rowboat with dog, man wearing lace-up boots, vest, and eyeglasses, holding bones or dried fish, snowshoes in boat, trees in background]
.55.1 - Joe Secora [portrait of soldier in uniform standing outdoors]
.55.2 - [exterior of Air Base Chapel, Jeep parked at left, Anchorage]
.55.3 - Slim Moore [portrait of soldier standing in field wearing broad-brimmed hat, backpack on packboard, and coveralls, leaning on rifle, creek and mountains in background]
.55.4 - Dan Hartley [portrait of soldier sitting on ground dumping rocks out of boot, pack on ground at right, second soldier with rifle in background]
.55.5 - Hospital, Mountain Village, Dr. Cortell, 1935 [surgeon in scrubs operating on patient, nurse at left]
.55.6 - Hospital, Mountain Village, Dr. Cortell, 1935 [surgeon in scrubs operating on patient, nurse at left]
.55.7 - Dip netting [woman and child on riverbank, woman lifting net out of water. original image blurry]
.55.8 - [dog portrait]
.55.9 - Ronald Johnson [two men in rowboat on river]
.55.10 - Jim Douglas hauling supplies to Willow Creek [man with four dogs pulling two-wheeled cart filled with supplies through wooded area in summer]
.55.11 - Tanana River [scenic with sun, clouds, surf, actually Adak?]
.55.12 - [three soldiers in uniform holding rifles and standing at attention outside building, Eugene Tetinek in center? Cf. .63.12]
.55.13 - [man standing outside dilapidated log cabin in winter, cache at right. Cf. .68.10]
.55.14 - Eugene Tetinek [portrait of man in uniform seated indoors next to barrel stove]
.55.15 - [soldier in uniform holding up head of bear carcass on tundra, Eugene Tetinek?]
.55.16 - [scenic with sunset over river, buildings and dock at right. Cf. .55.11]
.55.17 - [scenic with river, clouds, snow on low hills]
.55.18 - [scenic with small skiffs tied to shore near birch trees]
.55.19 - [man in dog yard with log kennels on hillside, log cabin in trees above yard, unidentified location]
.56.1 - [man posed next to snow gauge, Adak]
.56.2 - [view down dirt road paralleling coast at sunset, Adak?]  
.56.3 - The Yukon at Fort Yukon. Steamer Yukon, owned by the White Pass Railroad, went from Dawson to Nenana [sternwheeler Yukon on Yukon River, buildings on shore]
.56.4 - [log cabins and outbuildings at unidentified location, possibly on Yukon River. Cf. .54.7]
.56.5 - Dick Holt [man smoking pipe standing in surf, fish in water at his feet, pine trees and mountains in distance]
.56.6 - Mrs. Wilson [Native woman wearing print parka with fur ruff and mukluks standing outdoors in winter, buildings in background. Same woman identified as "preacher's wife" in B2012.016.180]
.56.7 - Mrs. Wilson [Native woman wearing print parka with fur ruff and mukluks standing outdoors in winter, buildings in background. double exposure]
.56.8 - [hydraulic mining operation, Fairbanks Exploration Co.?]
.56.9 - [close-up of porcupine held in person's hand]
.56.10 - [two large walled tents in a wooded area in winter]
.56.11 - [Alaska Native man in boat on river, possibly Yukon River. original image grainy]
.56.12 - [view across frozen water to buildings and pine trees on far shore, mountains in distance, unidentified location]
.56.13 - [soldier with backpack and walking stick looking out over valley, glacier terminating in water in distance]
.56.14 - [base camp in snowstorm, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.56.15 - Eugene Tetinek [portrait of man wearing fur parka and smoking cigarette warming hands over Primus stove in tent, possibly McKinley rescue squad operation]
.56.16 - Oscar and Teresa, Riley's kids, Willow Landing 1935 [small child wearing Western-style clothing and skin boots holding beater with batter, young girl, Theodora Riley, in doorway of log cabin in background, container from Blue Ribbon Eggs at left]
.56.17 - [dogs in dog yard]
.56.18 - [dogs in dog yard, two soldiers near pens at back, loudspeaker at left, tower or cache in center background, Adak?]
.57.1 - [portrait of soldier holding rifle, seated in field, Eugene Tetinek?]
.57.2 - [scenic of river or lake with pine trees and brush]
.57.3 - [view down trail through pine woods, unidentified location]
.57.4 - [scenic with river, clouds, probably Yukon River]
.57.5 - [scenic with river, clouds, probably Yukon River]
.57.6 - [villagers meeting Consolidated Fleetster airplane on skis, tail number NC705Y, dog team with sled at right, Yukon River, possibly Marshall?]
.57.7 - [view up gravel pile being blasted by hydraulic hose, mining operation, possibly Fairbanks Exploration Co.]
.57.8 - [two soldiers working to repair propeller on airplane, "Tally Ho" painted on nose, tail number ending in "58", after crashing on tundra]
.57.9 - [similar to .57.8]
.57.10 - Pete Knutson packing water [man carrying two metal cans suspended from wooden neck yoke in winter, river in distance]
.57.11 - Hospital, Mountain Village, Dr. Cortell, 1935 [surgeon wearing scrubs operating on patient, nurse at left]
.57.12 – Hospital, Mountain Village, Dr. Cortell, 1935 [surgeon wearing scrubs operating on patient, with scrub nurse, anesthetist, and assistant]
.57.13 - Hospital, Mountain Village, Dr. Cortell, 1935 [surgeon wearing scrubs operating on patient, nurse at left]
.57.14 - [passengers walking down boardwalk to board the steamboat Yukon, Yukon River]
.57.15 - [winter scenic with rowboat on shore near birch trees, Big Lake. Cf. .54.3]
.57.16 - [men filling platform with large rocks for hoisting at mining operation, possibly Fairbanks-Exploration Co.]
.57.17 - [man wearing mosquito netting washing clothes in tub outdoors beneath utility wires]
.57.18 - [fish wheel on Yukon River]

B2

.58.1 - [scenic of field full of Alaska cotton, rolling hills in background]
.58.2 - [view across lake to smoke from wildfire, unidentified location]
.58.3 - [sunset over village, with log cabins, utility poles, dog yard with dog lying on top of log kennel in foreground, unidentified location]
.58.4 - Eugene Tetinek borrowing Egil's parka, Marshall [man in fur parka with walrus tusk insets and geometric decoration at bottom hem, buildings in background. Cf. .52.3-.52.4]
.58.5 - [view down trail in winter, unidentified location]
.58.6 - [camp or hunting blind, tarp stretched between pine and birch trees. Cf. .8.14]
.58.7 – Tanana River, 1934 [man dip netting from bow of large canoe, with tarp spread over pole covering boat interior. Cf. .77.12]
.58.8 - Nulato, 1934 [cemetery with grave markers, crosses, flagpole, and pennants on poles]
.58.9 – Marshall, 1935 [portrait of Native family outside store, man, woman, and children in Western and traditional dress next to log building with Hills Bros. Coffee thermometer and can of Standard Gasoline, woman wearing kuspuk, mukluks, and baby belt]
.58.10 - [portrait of Native family outside store, man, woman, and children in Western and traditional dress next to log building with Hills Bros. Coffee thermometer, woman wearing kuspuk, mukluks, and baby belt, Marshall]
.58.11 - [broken wooden pole in ring of flagstones]
.58.12 - [Native man leading dog team pulling sled on spring trail, unidentified location]
.58.13 - [Pacific Alaska Airways Fairchild 71 tail number NC155H with skis on frozen river, two men next to plane and one standing on top]
.58.14 - Jim Douglas, Willow Creek Express, Old Body House, 1934 [four dogs harnessed to two-wheeled cart carrying supplies, white and Native men at left, log cabin in background. Cf. .59.16]
.58.15 - Willow Creek, 1935 [hydraulic mining operation]
.58.16 - Mountain Village grave marker [stone cairn]
.58.17 - Mountain Village grave marker [stone cairn on hill overlooking Yukon River]
.58.18 - [four people in cemetery in foreground, village buildings and church in background, Fort Yukon?]
.58.19 - Northern Commercial Co. store, Fort Yukon [woman walking down boardwalk towards store at left, village buildings at right]
.59.1 - [soldier carrying backpack with packboard standing in creek in winter]
.59.2 - Axel Johnson on trail to McNeil Creek, 1937 [man with three dogs pulling sled loaded with supplies on winter trail]
.59.3 - Mrs. Joe Jean, Mountain Village, 1935 [Native woman in fancy fur parka standing outside building]
.59.4 - Mrs. Wilson, Mountain Village, 1935 [Native woman wearing print parka with fur ruff standing outside building. Original image blurry. Cf. .56.6]
.59.5 - Axel Johnson [man smoking and drinking in tent, possibly base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.59.6 - Hospital, Mountain Village, Dr. Cortell, 1937 [surgeon wearing scrubs operating on patient, nurse at left. Cf. .55.5]
.59.7 - Hospital, Mountain Village, Dr. Cortell, 1937 [surgeon wearing scrubs operating on patient, nurse at right]
.59.8 - Mountain Village, 1935 [portrait of Native man standing outdoors in winter wearing mukluks and canvas parka, drying rack in background]
.59.9 - Mrs. Joe Jean, Mountain Village, 1935 [Native woman in fancy fur parka standing outdoors in winter. Original image blurry]
.59.10 - [portrait of soldier in uniform standing on hillside wearing backpack with packboard, holding walking stick and hat]
.59.11 - [hunting blind or cache set up between birch trees, shirtless man suspended by feet from cross pole, second man holding machete pretending to prepare to field dress hanging man]
.59.12 - [similar to .59.11]
.59.13 - Pete How dogs, Fort Yukon, 1934 [portrait of dog in harness]
.59.14 - [similar to .59.13]
.59.15 - [portrait of soldier in uniform standing outside building, Eugene Tetinek?]
Jim Douglas, Willow Creek Express [four dogs harnessed to two-wheeled cart loaded with supplies outside log cabin, two men standing near cart. Cf. .58.14]
portrait of soldier seated outdoors, wearing broad-brimmed hat and coveralls]
man passed out on bed in cabin, holding bottle of alcohol, with chair, linoleum flooring, pin-up girl on wall]
Rex Beach cabin [log cabin, water and mountains in background. Cf. .105.11]
Susitna Flats, Army [soldiers closing parachute]
Susitna Flats, Army [soldiers parachuting into field. original image blurry]
Susitna Flats, Army [soldiers gathered around camp fire in low brush]
[similar to .60.3]
[similar to .60.3]
Army boat that took men to Redoubt [bird's eye view of ship deck with barrels, life boats, men seated at right]
Army boat that took men to Redoubt [men seated on deck, bluffs in distance]
[debris from military plane crash scattered across tundra, man at right with camera. Cf.
men standing near debris from military plane crash scattered across tundra, Cook Inlet in distance at left]
military convoy stopped on road in winter, lead vehicles carrying supplies, soldiers in two trucks at rear]
two military trucks filled with soldiers parked at entrance to McKinley Park Hotel, dog standing at right]
three soldiers roped up for ascent, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
soldiers wearing snowshoes stopped on mountainside during ascent, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
[similar to .61.1]
[similar to .61.1]
[similar to .61.1]
two soldiers wearing snowshoes making ascent, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
[similar to .61.1]
soldiers wearing snowshoes and backpack stopped next to creek, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation? Photographer's shadow in foreground]
[similar to .61.7]
soldier wearing snowshoes and backpack hiking on winter trail through low brush, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation?]
four soldiers walking in snowstorm, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
two men standing near snowmachine in winter, fuel barrels stacked at right]
three men standing near snowmachine in winter, fuel barrels stacked at right]
[similar to .61.13]
two soldiers using log ladder to cross crevasses. Cf. .40.14]
two soldiers using log ladder to cross crevasses, mountains in distance]
[similar to .61.15]
.61.17 - [two soldiers standing near large crevasses, one holding large pole, mountains in distance]

.62.1 - [soldiers wearing backpacks and carrying snowshoes making ascent, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]

.62.2 - [similar to .62.1]

.62.3 - [similar to .62.1]

.62.4 - [similar to .62.1]

.62.5 - [soldiers gathered around camp fire in woods in winter]

.62.6 – [similar to .62.5]

.62.7 - [similar to .62.5]

.62.8 - [similar to .62.5]

.62.9 - [two men wearing snowshoes holding moose head next to creek in winter]

.62.10 - [soldier holding rifle posed next to moose carcass near creek in winter]

.62.11 - [soldier holding rifle posed next to moose carcass near creek in winter, axe on snow in foreground]

.62.12 - [soldier holding knife posed next to moose carcass near creek in winter]

.62.13 - [soldiers breaking camp in winter, mountains in distance, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation? Cf. .72.6]

.62.14 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation?]

.62.15 - [two soldiers using log ladder to cross crevasses, mountains in distance. cf. .40.14]

.62.16 - [scenic of crevasses]

.62.17 – [similar to .62.16]

.62.18 - [two soldiers using log ladder to cross crevasses]

.63.1 - [partially obscured view of glacier terminus]

.63.2 - [scenic of glacier surface]

.63.3 - [soldier carrying backpack and walking stick hiking on glacier]

.63.4 - [scenic of glacier surface]

.63.5 - [soldiers with snowmachine pulling sleds of gear, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]

.63.6 - [partially obscured view of soldiers with snowmachine pulling sleds of gear, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]

.63.7 - [soldiers on sled being pulled by snowmachine, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]

.63.8 - [scenic of glacier and mountain range]

.63.9 - [scenic of glacier, river, and mountain range]

.63.10 - [scenic of glacier surface]

.63.11 – [similar to .63.10]

.63.12 - [soldier in uniform holding rifle standing outside building, Eugene Tetinek? Cf. .55.12]

.63.13 - [log cabin in winter, with skis, snowshoes, and sleds out front]

.63.14 - [scenic of snow, trees, brush]

.63.15 - [scenic of snow, trees, brush]

.64.1 - [twin-prop taildragger airplane on landing strip, mountains in background, Merrill Field?]

.64.2 - [man standing near twin-prop taildragger airplane on landing strip, mountains in background, Merrill Field?]

.64.3 - [scenic looking up into sky]
.64.4 - [soldier using field radio while standing next to large white tent being erected in wooded area]
.64.5 - [soldier wearing snowshoes kneeling in snow, possibly setting trap]
.64.6 – [similar to .64.5]
.64.7 - [scenic of snow, trees, brush, mountains]
.64.8 - [scenic of snow, trees, brush, mountains, mound in center of image, possibly beaver lodge?]
.64.9 - [scenic of glacier terminus]
.64.10 - [soldier with walking stick standing at base of glacier terminus]
.64.11 - [scenic of glacier terminus]
.64.12 - [soldier with walking stick standing at base of glacier terminus]
.64.13 - [scenic of glacier terminus]
.64.14 - [scenic of glacier valley]
.64.15 - [soldiers gathered around camp fire in wooded area at night. Cf. .71.6]
.64.16 - [bird's eye view of valley and glacier, Matanuska Glacier?]
.65.1 - [scenic of valley and mountains]
.65.2 - [log cabin and outbuilding on curve in dirt road, possibly near Chatanika? Cf. .106.18]
.65.3 - [similar to .65.2]
.65.4 - [view down dirt road to mountains]
.65.5 - [partially obscured view of soldier paddling rubber raft across lake]
.65.6 - [soldiers wearing snowshoes and backpacks stopped on ascent, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.65.7 - [soldiers wearing snowshoes and backpacks on traverse, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.65.8 – [similar to .65.7]
.65.9 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.65.10 - [herd of pigs in yard, mountains in background]
.65.11 - [three soldiers crossing broad river, mountains and glacier in background, Matanuska River?]
.65.12 - [soldiers stopped on ascent, two consulting map, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.65.13 - [soldiers drying clothes over camp fire in low brush, mountains in distance]
.65.14 - [soldier in uniform standing outside building, Eugene Tetinek?]
.65.15 - [soldiers wearing snowshoes and backpacks on traverse, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.65.16 - [similar to .65.15]
.65.17 - [similar to .65.15]
.66.1 - [soldier on ridge looking down on mud flats of creek and inlet at low tide]
.66.2 – [similar to .66.1]
.66.3 - [bird's eye view of narrow river gorge]
.66.4 – [similar to .66.3]
.66.5 - [two soldiers wading across river, possibly Matanuska or Knik River]
.66.6 – [similar to .66.5]
.66.7 - [two soldiers wading across river, possibly Matanuska or Knik River, glacier in distance]
.66.8 – [similar to .66.7]
.66.9 - [soldier standing on ridgeline]
.66.10 - [soldier standing on ridgeline looking out at mountain range]
.66.11 - [scenic of river canyon]
.66.12 – [similar to .66.11]
.66.13 - [cabin and watchtower in mountainous area, man standing near cabin at left, Hatcher Pass area?]
.66.14 - [scenic of rocky mountainside]
.66.15 - [cabin near rushing creek in mountainous area]
.66.16 - [cabin near rushing creek in mountainous area]
.67.1 - [portrait of soldier in uniform standing outdoors on base, buildings in background, 11th Air Force patch on sleeve]
.67.2 - [portrait of soldier in uniform standing outdoors on base, buildings in background, sergeant chevrons and 11th Air Force patch on sleeve, Eugene Tetinek?]
.67.3 - [similar to .67.2]
.67.4 - [similar to .67.2]
.67.5 - [several men with half-track vehicle hauling sled full of supplies outside small cabin. cf. .67.13]
.67.6 - [group of men on frozen lake, one holding snowshoes and pole, mound at right possibly beaver mound, ice fishing?]
.67.7 – [similar to .67.6]
.67.8 - [similar to .67.6]
.67.9 - [portrait of soldier standing outside building in uniform and ammo belt, holding rifle, Eugene Tetinek?]
.67.10 - [scenic with sunset, Susitna Flats?]
.67.11 - [scenic with freshly fallen snow, mountains in distance, Susitna Flats?]
.67.12 - [man wearing parka with fur ruff and billed cap standing outside cabin in winter, Susitna Flats?]
.67.13 - [several men with half-track vehicle hauling supplies outside small cabin, Susitna Flats? Cf. .67.5]
.67.14 - [scenic with clouds]
.67.15 - [man wearing parka with fur ruff ice fishing, one fish on line, several on snow at right, half-track vehicle at left, Susitna Flats?]
.67.16 - [man wearing parka with fur ruff and billed cap ice fishing, Susitna Flats?]
.67.17 - [man wearing parka with fur ruff ice fishing, cabin in distance, Susitna Flats?]
.67.18 - [man driving half-track vehicle with wheels and skis across snowy flats, Alaska Range in distance, Susitna Flats?]
.68.1 - Anchorage Army base [exterior of chapel, automobile parked at right]
.68.2 – [similar to .68.1]
.68.3 - [similar to .68.1]
.68.4 - Anchorage Army base [base buildings, open field in foreground, Chugach Mountains in distance]
.68.5 – [similar to .68.5]
.68.6 - [airplane crash debris in flats in winter]
.68.7 - [man walking into log cabin in winter]
.68.8 - [two large tents in wooded area in winter, man standing in doorway of tent at left]
.68.9 - [two large tents in wooded area in winter]
.68.10 - [man standing outside dilapidated cabin in winter, fallen cache at right. cf. .55.13]
.68.11 - [man wearing parka with fur ruff ice fishing, Susitna Flats? Cf. .67.15]
.68.12 - [two soldiers in uniform outside log cabin, working on barrel cut into trough, man at right bailing water, man at left using stick in trough, canisters and other debris in yard, fencing in background reads "U.S. Army Dog," possibly mixing dog food?]
.68.13 - [kennels in dog yard]
.68.14 - [portrait of soldier standing outdoors on base, Quonset huts in background, man wearing protective clothing, possibly for dog training?]
.68.15 – [similar to .68.14]
.68.16 - [dilapidated cabin in winter, fallen cache at right, river in background. Cf. .55.13]
.68.17 - [log cabin and tent in wooded area. Cf. .72.15]
.68.18 - [two soldiers on river in amphibious vehicle]
.68.19 - [two soldiers on river in amphibious vehicle, number 2-A-54 on stern]
.69.1 - [scenic of small pine trees in landscape of rolling hills]
.69.2 - Mr. Tetinek doing office work [man in uniform wearing pistol holster seated at table in large, open building]
.69.3 - [soldiers bringing inflatable raft on shore of gravelly river, mountains in background]
.69.4 - [aerial of mountain range]
.69.5 - [aerial of mountain peak]
.69.6 - Joe Slabuka took care of the Army dogs. He was from St. Lawrence Island; he later became a missionary [i.e. Slwooko? portrait of shirtless man in Army hat standing next to dog standing on kennel]
.69.7 - [dogs and kennels in dog yard along river, possibly Yukon River]
.69.8 - [scenic of lake in landscape of rolling hills]
.69.9 - [two soldiers on river in inflatable raft carrying bundle wrapped in cloth and tied to log frame, rescue squad operation, Iliamna?]
.69.10 - B-24 bomber crashed close to Iliamna, 6 men died, there were 12 men on the plane, 1943 [group of soldiers carrying litter through tall grass in mountainous area, rescue squad operation]
.69.11 - [two soldiers wearing broad-brimmed hats and backpacks with packboards stopped on ridgeline]
.69.12 - [two soldiers wearing broad-brimmed hats and backpacks with packboards stopped on ridgeline, one carrying pickax, another pickax propped against backpack and hat on ground in foreground]
.69.13 - [scenic of broad river valley, mountains in distance, probably Matanuska Valley]
.69.14 – [similar to .69.13]
.69.15 - [group of men loading supplies onto half-track vehicle in snow, backpacks and snowshoes stacked at left, Susitna Flats?]
.69.16 - [man wearing backpack and snowshoes snowshoeing up frozen creek]
.69.17 - [man wearing snowshoes and carrying backpack, using strap around head to help carry weight, snowshoeing in field]
.69.18 - [soldier climbing steep rock face]
.69.19 - [soldier rappelling down cliff face]
.70.1 - [scenic with snowshoe tracks across snowy field in mountainous area]
.70.2 - [winter scenic with low brush, mountains]
.70.3 - [scenic of broad river valley, trees in foreground, mountains in distance, probably Matanuska Valley. Cf. .69.13]
.70.4 - [scenic of clouds]
.70.5 - [soldiers working slime line set up on beach, Adak. Cf. 50.4]
.70.6 - [soldiers pulling inflatable rafts loaded with gear across rushing river with ropes]
.70.7 - [scenic of rushing river, mountains in distance]
.70.8 - [soldier on bank of rushing river pulling on rope, probably tied to inflatable raft]
.70.9 - [soldier wearing backpack climbing steep ice cliff]
.70.10 – [similar to .70.9]
.70.11 - [scenic with snow field, mountain peaks]
.70.12 - [two shirtless soldiers standing on snow field, mountain peaks in background]
.70.13 - [aerial of mountain range]
.70.14 - [two shirtless soldiers and one soldier wearing broad-brimmed hat and carrying walking stick crossing high meadow, mountain peaks in background]
.70.15 - [soldier squatting next to camp fire in wooded area, Eugene Tetinek? tent at right]
.70.16 - [soldier standing next to camp fire in wooded area, tent at right, mountains in distance]
.70.17 - [soldier squatting next to camp fire in wooded area, Eugene Tetinek? tent in background]
.70.18 - [soldier walking through dense brush on bank of rushing river]
.70.19 - [two soldiers walking on rocky bank of rushing river]
.71.1 - [scenic of mountainous area in summer]
.71.2 - [scenic of glacier]
.71.3 - [scenic of snow-covered trees, tracks in snow]
.71.4 - [man smoking pipe posed outdoors in winter near trees, pants down around knees]
.71.5 - [soldier in rain coat and broad-brimmed hat posed outside large tent, Joe Gange? Cf. .51.2]
.71.6 - [three soldiers sitting next to camp fire at night. Cf. .64.15]
.71.7 – [similar to .71.6]
.71.8 - [two soldiers carrying backpacks and wearing snowshoes snowshoeing in mountain valley]
.71.9 - [log cabin in winter, mountains in distance]
.71.10 - [four soldiers resting on ridge]
.71.11 - [bird's eye view of river valley]
.71.12 - [three soldiers climbing ridge in clouds]
.71.13 - [scenic with small pine trees and meadow, mountain peak in distance]
.71.14 - [scenic of wooded area in summer, mountain peak in distance]
.71.15 - [scenic of wooded area in summer, mountain peaks in distance]
.71.16 - [scenic of mountain ridge in clouds]
.71.17 - [soldier descending ridge in clouds, river valley far below]
.72.1 - [scenic of snow formations]
.72.2 - [base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.72.3 - Jay Alowyshus trading Piemute [i.e. Jake Aloysius from Piameute? actually solder standing with piles of clothing on tundra, debris from airplane crash in background, Iliamna?]
.72.4 - [soldier holding knife in one hand and burned human hand in the other, human remains on tundra, airplane crash victim, Iliamna?]
.72.5 - [scenic of snow-covered mountain peaks]
.72.6 - [group of soldiers resting under trees during hike, backpacks, snowshoes, and other gear on snow, mountain peaks in distance. cf. .62.13]
.72.7 – [similar to .72.6]
.72.8 - [soldiers wearing snowshoes hiking in mountainous area]
.72.9 - [soldiers gathered around camp fire built in large puddle, one man warming his hands over cans suspended over fire]
.72.10 - [bird's eye view of river valley]
.72.11 - [aerial of mountain range]
.72.12 - [bird's eye view of river valley]
.72.13 - [bird's eye view of river valley with cultivated fields, roads, Matanuska Valley?]
.72.14 - [three soldiers carrying backpacks on packboards posed on ridgeline]
.72.15 - Cabin the mailman used to own [man standing outside log cabin, two large tents at left. Cf. .68.17]
.72.16 - [soldier bushwhacking through dense brush with knife. Cf. .75.6]
.72.17 – [similar to .72.16]
.73.1 - [soldier sitting on log in winter. cf. .71.4]
.73.2 - [log cabin in winter. Cf. .72.15]
.73.3 - [soldier wearing parka with fur ruff standing outside log cabin in winter, Eugene Tetinek?]
.73.4 - [soldier wearing parka with fur ruff and snowshoes snowshoeing on trail, Eugene Tetinek?]
.73.5 - [portrait of soldier wearing parka with fur ruff standing outdoors in winter]
.73.6 - [two men wearing snowshoes pulling loaded sled through wooded area]
.73.7 - [group portrait of soldiers near rushing creek, Eugene Tetinek seated at right?]
.73.8 - [three men wearing snowshoes and carrying backpacks stopped on frozen river in mountainous area]
.73.9 - [two soldiers seated on rocks next to creek, neither man wearing pants, contents of backpack spread on ground at left]
.73.10 - [four soldiers seated around camp fire on gravel bank of creek, mountains in distance]
.73.11 - [soldier in uniform holding rifle standing on gravel bank of creek, mountains in background, Eugene Tetinek?]
.73.12 - [scenic of rushing creek, trees, and mountain peak]
.73.13 – [similar to .73.12]
.73.14 - [similar to .73.12]
.73.15 - [similar to .73.12]
.73.16 - [trail through snow in wooded area]
.73.17 - [man wearing snowshoes standing next to log cabin. cf. 72.15]
.73.18 - [portrait of soldier standing outdoors in winter, Eugene Tetinek?]
.73.19 - [four soldiers gathered around camp fire on gravel bank of creek, one not wearing pants. Cf. .73.10]
.74.1 - Devil at Purgatory, 1934. Located 12 miles below Beaver on the Yukon River, Yanert Brothers [statue]
.74.2 - [wooden sign, "There are cities found in song and story, And some are not that ought to be, And one of these is Purgatory, Where water, wood, and air are free. The Chamber of Commerce"]
.74.3 - [two soldiers stopped near pine tree on hillside, backpacks and snowshoes in snow, snow blocks cut and propped against tree]
.74.4 - [two soldiers building camp fire near pine tree in winter, backpacks and snowshoes in snow]
.74.5 - [young Alaska Native man wearing tall rubber boots and older white man smoking pipe, Eugene Tetinek?, sitting on back of flat wooden cart in wooded area, railroad tracks near Russian Mission]
.74.6 - [young Alaska Native man wearing tall rubber boots and older Alaska Native man wearing plaid shirt sitting on back of flat wooden cart in wooded area, railroad tracks near Russian Mission. Cf. .105.18]
.74.7 - [scenic of grassy field, possibly river and tree line in distance]
.74.8 - [two men seated at camp fire next to dilapidated log cabin in wooded area, small tent at left]
.74.9 - [scenic of gravelly river valley and mountains]
.74.10 - [soldiers stopped on ridge overlooking valley]
.74.11 - [soldiers wearing broad-brimmed hats and carrying backpacks stopped on ridge in cloud. Cf. .71.12]
.74.12 - [soldier lying on rocky bank to drink out of small creek]
.74.13 - [soldier kneeling on rocky bank to drink out of small creek, hat on stones at left]
.74.14 - [soldier wearing eyeglasses, parka with fur ruff and knitted cap, seated inside tent in front of Primus stove reading a book, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation?]
.74.15 - [similar to .74.14]
.75.1 - [swallow perched on wire]
.75.2 - [two swallows perched on wire]
.75.3 - [Alaska Native woman standing in front of fish drying racks, Russian Mission?]
.75.4 - [closer-in view of Alaska Native woman standing in front of fish drying racks, Russian Mission?]
.75.5 - [scenic with pine trees in mountainous area in summer]
.75.6 - [two soldiers bushwhacking through dense foliage including cow parsnip, one man smoking pipe. Cf. .72.16]
.75.7 - Mrs. Joe Jean, 1935, Mountain Village [Alaska Native woman in fancy fur parka]
.75.8 - Mrs. Wilson, 1935, Mountain Village [Alaska Native woman wearing print parka with large fur ruff]
.75.9 - [Tetinek’s dog harnessed to sled lying on winter trail, dog wearing booties]
.75.10 – [similar to .75.9]
.75.11 - [similar to .75.9]
.75.12 - [similar to .75.9]
.75.13 - [large group of Alaska Native women and children gathered outdoors in summer, low hills in background, Marshall?]
.75.14 – Marshall, 1937 [young child hiding behind mother seated on boardwalk outside log cabin, Alaska Native woman wearing plaid print parka with fur ruff and mukluks. Same image as B2012.016.262]
.75.15 - [drag line bucket dumping gravel at mining operation, Fairbanks Exploration Co.?]
.75.16 - [man wearing hat and smoking cigarette standing next to tractor on dirt road, building, log cabin, and piled lumber in background, mining camp?]
.76.1 - [man operating hydraulic hose at mining operation, Fairbanks Exploration Co.?]
.76.2 - [portrait of miner, Eugene Tetinek?]
.76.3 - George Marsh [man in cockpit of airplane. Cf. .53.3]
.76.4 - [man wearing fur parka with geometric decoration, fur hat, and mukluks sitting on wing of airplane]
.76.5 - [aerial of islands]
.76.6 - [soldier seated at camp fire in wooded area, small tent at right]
.76.7 - [bird's eye view of two soldiers roped up for traverse, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.76.8 - [soldier carrying backpack and walking stick crossing snow field, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.76.9 - [two soldiers stopped on mountain side, backpack and snowshoes in snow, bird's eye view of river valley and opposite mountains]
.76.10 - [soldiers making traverse across old avalanche field, tracks in foreground, men in distance, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.76.11 - [portrait of man carrying bedroll and camera standing outdoors in winter, supplies stacked on ground at right. cf. .76.12]
.76.12 - Miners from Willow waiting to go to Seattle [group portrait of five men standing outdoors in winter, one holding axe, others carrying baggage]
.76.13 - [man operating bulldozer at mining operation]
.76.14 - Jim Johnson [man standing on drilling apparatus]
.76.15 - [drilling apparatus in field. Cf. .18.10]
.76.16 - [two men with drilling apparatus in field]
.77.1 - [scenic of tracks through snowy field in wooded area, mountains in distance]
.77.2 - [similar to .77.1]
.77.3 - [soldier standing on river bank holding large string of fish, Eugene Tetinek?]
.77.4 - [scenic of surf on shoreline]
.77.5 - Axel Johnson [man lying on bedding in tent, drinking from bottle, magazines at left, logs used as bedding frame]
.77.6 - [portrait of dog, photographer's shadow in foreground]
.77.7 - [group of soldiers gathered around camp fire near large pine tree. original negative very underexposed]
.77.8 - [group of soldiers gathered around camp fire near large pine tree]
.77.9 - [soldiers gathered near camp fire on river bank or lake shore, one man pointing rifle]
.77.10 - [large tent in wooded area in winter]
.77.11 - [scenic with trees in foreground, frozen river, mountains in distance, Susitna Flats?]
.77.12 - [man dip netting from river bank, canoe and small boat with tarp covering at right, bow of second boat in foreground, Tanana River. Cf. .58.7]
.77.13 - [scenic of rushing creek, pine trees, mountain in distance]
.77.14 - [similar to .77.13]
.77.15 - [scenic with tracks in snow through wooded area, mountain peak in distance]
.77.16 - [similar to .77.15]
.77.17 - [two men standing outside log cabin in winter, snowshoes, sled, and fire wood stacked against cabin, vehicle tracks at right, mountains in distance. Cf. .72.15]
.77.18 - [two men standing outside log cabin in winter, snowshoes, sled, and fire wood stacked against cabin, mountains in distance]
.77.19 - [man standing outside log cabin mixing something in a fuel can, second man coming out of doorway holding a basin]
.78.1 - [large tent in wooded area in winter]
.78.2 - [similar to .78.1]
.78.3 - [log cabin partially buried in snow drift, mountains in distance]
.78.4 - [similar to .78.3]
.78.5 - [winter scenic with pine trees and mountains]
.78.6 - [similar to .78.5]
.78.7 - [similar to .78.5]
.78.8 - [man rowing river boat down river, supplies in stern and dog in bow, Yukon River? cf. .54.18]
.78.9 - [Devil in Purgatory statue]
.78.10 - [large tent in wooded area in winter]
.78.11 - [scenic with tracks in snow through wooded area, mountain peak in distance]
.78.12 - [similar to .78.11]
.78.13 - [similar to .78.11]
.78.14 - [campsite on river, with small tent at right, amphibious vehicle tied to shore, hills in distance]
.78.15 - [log cabin on far shore of small lake, reeds in foreground, trees in background. Cf. .103.1]
.78.16 - [two soldiers driving amphibious vehicle through wooded area]
.78.17 - [similar to .78.16]
.79.1 - [soldier standing on glacier]
.79.2 - [similar to .79.1]
.79.3 - [bird's eye view of river canyon]
.79.4 - [winter scenic with snow on pine trees]
.79.5 - [sunrise or sunset with clouds, trees, mountains]
.79.6 - [similar to .79.5]
.79.7 - [similar to .79.5]
.79.8 - [winter scenic with frozen creek, mountains in distance]
.79.9 - [similar to .79.8]
.79.10 - [similar to .79.8]
.79.11 - [similar to .79.8]
.79.12 - [winter scenic with frozen creek, mountains in distance. double exposure]
.79.13 - [similar to .79.8]
.79.14 - [scenic with tracks in snow through wooded area, mountain peaks in distance]
.79.15 - [similar to .79.14]
.79.16 - [winter scenic with frozen creek, mountains in distance]
.80.1 - [scenic with tracks in snow through wooded area, mountain peak in distance]
.80.2 - [soldier sitting in amphibious vehicle in wooded area in winter]
.80.3 - [soldier wearing snowshoes and carrying backpack walking through wooded area in winter]
.80.4 - [log cabin partially buried in snow drift, ski poles propped against door frame, mountains in distance]
.80.5 - [soldier wearing skis in wooded area, Eugene Tetinek?]
.80.6 - [beaver-cut tree stumps by small lake in wooded area]
.80.7 - [trees downed by beaver]
.80.8 - [scenic with brush, hills, and clouds]
.80.9 - [scenic with clouds, trees, mountains]
.80.10 - [sunset over shoreline, Adak?]
.80.11 - [similar to .80.10]
.80.12 - [similar to .80.10]
.80.13 - [military base or installation, sandbagged watchtower at left, radar dish in center background, Adak]
.80.14 - [four soldiers in amphibious vehicle crossing lake, building on shoreline in distance]
.80.15 - [soldiers in amphibious vehicle crossing lake]
.80.16 - [soldiers in amphibious vehicle which has just come up on shore from water]
.80.17 - [three soldiers in amphibious vehicle crossing lake]
.81.1 - [scenic of gravel beach, river, mountains]
.81.2 - [scenic of gravelly river valley and mountains. Cf. .74.9]
.81.3 - [large tents in wooded area in winter, inflatable raft on snow in center]
.81.4 - [similar to .81.3]
.81.5 - [similar to .81.3]
.81.6 - [scenic with lake and mountains]
.81.7 - [soldier in protective clothing, possibly for dog training? Quonset huts in background. Cf. .68.14]
.81.8 - [scenic of river canyon]
.81.9 - [bird's eye view of dam, small bridge, and buildings]
.81.10 - [scenic with river, trees, mountains]
.81.11 - [military ship underway in unidentified location]
.81.12 - [man holding rifle standing in doorway of dilapidated log cabin]
.81.13 - [soldier making traverse, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.81.14 - [soldier wearing snowshoes and carrying backpack crossing snowy clearing in wooded area, mountain peak in distance]
.81.15 - [two soldiers roped up for traverse, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.81.16 - [soldier wearing snowshoes and carrying backpack stopped on ridge, mountain peak in distance]
.81.17 - [soldier making traverse, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.81.18 - [scenic with tracks in snow through wooded area, mountain peak in distance]
.82.1 - [scenic with trees and mountain peak]
.82.2 - [soldiers climbing up steep bank in wooded area]
.82.3 - [scenic with rushing creek, mountains in distance]
.82.4 - [partially obscured view of three buildings in flat in unidentified location, mountains in distance]
.82.5 - [animal in tall grass near river, bear or dog?]
.82.6 - [two soldiers roped up for traverse, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.82.7 - [two soldiers making traverse, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.82.8 - [two soldiers stopped on ridge overlooking river valley, snowshoes and backpack in snow in foreground, mountains in distance]
.82.9 - [scenic of river valley and mountains]
.82.10 - [soldier driving amphibious vehicle in wooded area]
.82.11 - [soldiers working on amphibious vehicle in stopped in flats]
.82.12 - [amphibious vehicle tracks through flat, tree line in distance]
.82.13 - [soldiers riding amphibious vehicle, Susitna Flats?]
.82.14 - [soldiers with amphibious vehicle in wooded area in winter]
.82.15 - [soldiers riding amphibious vehicle in winter, mountains in background]
.82.16 - [soldiers with amphibious vehicle in wooded area in winter]
.82.17 - [amphibious vehicle parked next to large tent in wooded area in winter]
.83.1 - Doc Cortell, Mountain Village, 1935 [surgeon in scrubs operating on patient]
.83.2 - [soldiers at camp fire in wooded area, clothes drying on rack in foreground]
.83.3 - [scenic of alpine meadow and mountains in distance]
.83.4 - [scenic of frozen creek in winter, mountains in distance]
.83.5 – [similar to .83.4]
.83.6 - [scenic of surf, Adak?]
.83.7 - [portrait of soldier standing on ocean beach holding rifle and machete]
.83.8 - [US Army Air Corps boat in water, men on deck, two men in small boat at stern]
.83.9 - [Army ship underway]
.83.10 - [soldiers at site of airplane crash, airplane on wooden blocks, one propeller bent, Cessna Bobcat? Cf. .9.11]
.83.11 – [similar to .83.10]
.83.12 - [scenic of river valley and mountains]
.83.13 – [similar to .83.12]
.83.14 - [scenic with tracks through snow in wooded area, mountain peak in distance]
.83.15 – [similar to .83.14]
.83.16 - [scenic of frozen creek in winter, mountains in distance]
.83.17 – [similar to .83.16]
.84.1 - [soldiers stopped near pine tree in snowy field, two men cutting snow blocks, one man carrying snowshoe. Cf. .74.3]
.84.2 - [winter scenic with trees, mountains in distance]
.84.3 - [winter scenic with clouds, mountains]
.84.4 - [scenic with trees and mountains]
.84.5 – [similar to .84.4]
.84.6 - [scenic of alpine meadow and mountains in distance]
.84.7 - [three soldiers carrying backpacks stopped on ridge, mountains in background]
.84.8 - [scenic of rushing creek, trees]
.84.9 - [scenic of rushing creek, mountains in distance]
.84.10 - [group of soldiers carrying man on litter made of logs through wooded area in winter, rescue squad operations]
.84.11 – [similar to .84.10]
.84.12 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.84.13 - [five soldiers posed on ridge, one with camera on strap around neck, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.84.14 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.84.15 - [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.85.1 - [scenic of birds and mountains, Adak?]
.85.2 - [grebe on nest of reeds]
.85.3 – [similar to .85.2]
.85.4 - [scenic of rushing creek, mountains in distance]
.85.5 - [soldier posed on ridge in mountainous area]
.85.6 - [scenic of mountains]
.85.7 - [bird’s eye view of lake in mountainous area]
.85.8 - [scenic with razor wire, clouds, Adak]
.85.9 - [Quonset hut mostly buried in snow drift, Adak]
.85.10 - [bird’s eye view of military installation at Adak, with buildings, Quonset huts, mountains in distance]
.85.11 - [distant view of military installation at Adak, with buildings, Quonset huts, mountains in distance]
.85.12 - [distant view of military installation at Adak, with buildings, Quonset huts, fence in foreground, mountains in distance]
.85.13 - [distant view of military installation at Adak, with buildings, Quonset huts, fence, mountains in distance]
.85.14 - [soldier wearing snowshoes posed with surveyor’s rod on snowy tundra, mountains in distance, Adak]
.85.15 – [similar to .85.14]
.86.1 - Truck going to Wonder Lake [snow removal on road, two soldiers standing behind vehicle]
.86.2 - Truck going to Wonder Lake [soldiers riding in two military vehicles on road in winter, man crouched in snow at right taking photograph]
.86.3 - Truck going to Wonder Lake [two military vehicles with soldiers and supplies stopped on winter road, mountains in distance]
.86.4 - Truck going to Wonder Lake [military vehicles with soldiers and supplies stopped on winter road, snowplow at head of convoy, mountains in distance]
.86.5 - [portrait of Alaska Native boy and girl wearing Western-style clothing standing outdoors, buildings in background, unidentified location, Russian Mission?]
.86.6 - Lucy Changsak [portrait of Alaska Native woman wearing print parka and head scarf standing outdoors holding small child, second child in background on pile of driftwood, Russian Mission?]
.86.7 - [portrait of Alaska Native girl wearing rubber boots and Western-style clothing sitting outdoors, sled or boat frame in background, Russian Mission?]
.86.8 - [Alaska Native man and woman seated outdoors working on covering boat frame, entrance to barabara in background, Russian Mission? Cf. .104.13]
.86.9 - [bird's eye view of army base in winter, motor pool in center, mountains in background, Adak]
.86.10 - [Army base in winter, fence in foreground, mountains in background, Adak?]
.86.11 - [row of Quonset huts obscured by drifted snow, Adak?]
.86.12 - [Quonset huts partially buried in snow, Adak?]
.87.1 - [portrait of soldier standing outdoors in rain, Jeep and Quonset hut in background, Adak?]
.87.2 - [portrait of soldier standing outdoors in rain, Quonset huts in background, Adak? Eugene Tetinek?]
.87.3 - [US Army Transport George Washington Carver at dock, second ship at right, Quonset hut at right, two men on dock in foreground, Adak? Cf. .119.1]
.87.4 - [damaged dock and pipelines, Adak?]
.87.5 - [distant view of military installation in winter, Adak]
.87.6 - [portrait of surveyor with equipment, Adak]
.87.7 - [Quonset hut partially buried in snow, mountains in distance, Adak]
.87.8 - [scenic with mountains, clouds, Adak]
.87.9 - [scenic with water, trees, clouds]
.87.10 - [similar to .87.9]
.87.11 - [two-story log cabin in wooded area, river or lake in background]
.87.12 - [similar to .87.11]
.87.13 - [soldiers gathered around camp fire in wooded area, clothing hanging to dry at left]
.87.14 - [similar to .87.13]
.87.15 - [four soldiers stopped on winter tundra to stabilize load being hauled by tractor with tracks and skis. original negative damaged]
.87.16 - [tractor with tracks and skis hauling load near river in winter, mountain in background]
.87.17 - [scenic with clouds]
.87.18 - [partially obscured view of airplane on airstrip in winter, low hills in distance]
.88.1 - [aerial of glacier and river valley]
.88.2 - [similar to .88.1]
.88.3 - [group of soldiers stopped on river flats, backpacks and supplies piled on ground, glacier and mountains in background]
.88.4 - [man and dog in field, tent post in foreground, Olson?]
.88.5 - [man and dog in field, Olson?]
.88.6 - [soldier stopped in high valley, mountain peak in distance]
.88.7 - [scenic with alpine meadow, mountain peaks]
.88.8 - [scenic with rushing creek, trees, mountains in distance]
.88.9 - [bird’s eye view of river valley]
.88.10 - [view down pipeline to wooden mining plant]
.88.11 – [Cotton, Willow Landing, 1930 [Alaska cotton]
.88.12 – [similar to .88.11]
.88.13 - [similar to .88.11]
.88.14 - [similar to .88.11]
.88.15 – Reindeer, Wilson Creek near Marshall 1940 [herd of reindeer, hills in distance]
.88.16 - Holy Cross 1934, boys on one side, girls on the other [villagers gathered on river bank to watch barge coming in, Yukon River. Cf. .144]
.88.17 - [Holy Cross, cultivated field in foreground, buildings in back, church at right, cross on hill in distance at right]
.88.18 - [scenic with lake, mountains]
.88.19 - [scenic with surf, Adak?]
.88.20 - [sunset over coastline, Adak?]
.88.21 – [similar to .88.20]
.89.1 - [winter scenic with alpine meadow, mountain peaks]
.89.2 - [winter scenic with river valley, mountain peaks]
.89.3 - [soldiers outside log cabin in wooded area in winter, snowmachine parked at right]
.89.4 - [winter scenic with frozen creek, trees, mountains in distance]
.89.5 - [two soldiers getting into Jeep parked near row of Quonset huts partially buried in snowdrift, Adak]
.89.6 - [Quonset huts at military installation in winter, Adak]
.89.7 - [soldiers walking near row of Quonset huts partially buried in snowdrift, Adak]
.89.8 - [row of Quonset huts partially buried in snowdrift, Adak]
.89.9 - [three surveyors at work, Jeep parked at right, mountain in background, Adak]
.89.10 – [similar to .89.9]
.89.11 - [scenic with clouds, mountains, Adak]
.89.12 - [two surveyors at work, mountain in background, Adak]
.89.13 - [young boy in hospital bed, Mountain Village?]
.89.14 - [young boy in hospital bed, Mountain Village?]
.89.15 - [Alaska Native women sitting on log pile near Yukon River, small boat up on barrels at right, log cabins and caches in background; at AFN 2014, identified as Nulato, with sisters Eva McGinty and Thecla Esmailka facing camera]
.89.16 - [Alaska Native women sitting on log pile near Yukon River, small boat up on barrels in background]
.90.1 - [winter scenic with river, low bluffs on opposite side, mountains in distance, Susitna River?]
.90.2 - [climbers stopped in snowstorm, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation?]
.90.3 - [bird’s eye view of glacier, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation?]
.90.4 - [soldier driving snowmachine with tracks and skis on frozen lake or river, Susitna Flats?]
.90.5 - [row of Quonset huts partially buried in snowdrift, one hut marked "Out of Bounds," sign in foreground for A Street, Adak]
.90.6 – [similar to .90.5]
.90.7 - [motor pool at military installation in winter, tall flagpole at center, mountains in distance, Adak]
.90.8 - [row of Quonset huts partially buried in snowdrift, Adak]
.90.9 - [bird's eye view of Quonset huts and buildings along road, Adak]
.90.10 - [two surveyors at work, mountains in background, Adak]
.90.11 - [portrait of surveyor at work, Adak]
.90.12 - [two surveyors at work, mountain in background, Adak]
.90.13 - [abandoned buildings along road in winter, mountains in background, mining operation?]
.90.14 – [similar to .90.13]
.90.15 - [group of soldiers preparing for hike in mountainous area in winter, snowshoes and backpacks on ground, one man wearing sun goggles]
.90.16 - [group of soldiers preparing for hike in mountainous area in winter, snowshoes and backpacks on ground]
.91.1 - Russian Mission Cemetery [winter, with church in background]
.91.2 – [similar to .91.1]
.91.3 - [similar to .91.1]
.91.4 - Russian Mission Cemetery [winter, with church in background. double exposure]
.91.5 - [similar to .91.1]
.91.6 - [similar to .91.1]
.91.7 - [similar to .91.1]
.91.8 - [similar to .91.1]
.91.9 - [similar to .91.1]
.91.10 - [similar to .91.1]
.91.11 - [similar to .91.1]
.91.12 - [similar to .91.1]
.91.13 - [similar to .91.1]
.91.14 - [similar to .91.1]
.91.15 - [similar to .91.1]
.91.16 - [similar to .91.1]
.92.1 - [Russian Orthodox cemetery in summer, Marshall?]
.92.2 – [similar to .92.1]
.92.3 - [portrait of Caucasian man wearing hat, plaid shirt, jacket]
.92.4 - Al Morenzi, ran the store [portrait of man wearing visor and suspenders and holding binoculars, Alex Maurense? Marshall]
.92.5 - [Russian Orthodox cemetery in summer, Marshall?]
.92.6 – [similar to .92.5]
.92.7 - [similar to .92.5]
.92.8 - [similar to .92.5]
.92.9 - [Russian Mission church in spring]
.92.10 – [similar to .92.9]
.92.11 - [Russian Mission cemetery and church in spring]
.92.12 – [similar to .92.11]
.92.13 - [Russian Mission cemetery and church in winter]
.92.14 – [similar to .92.13]
.92.15 - [similar to .92.13]
.92.16 - [similar to .92.13]
.93.1 - [two surveyors at work, small dog at right, utility poles in background, Adak]
.93.2 - [surveyor at work, Quonset hut in background, Adak]
.93.3 – [similar to .93.2]
.93.4 - [similar to .93.2]
.93.5 - [Russian Mission cemetery and church in winter]
.93.6 – [similar to .93.5]
.93.7 - [similar to .93.5]
.93.8 - [similar to .93.5]
.93.9 - [similar to .93.5]
.93.10 - [cemetery with Christian crosses, road at right, mountain in distance, Adak?]
.93.11 - [similar to .93.10]
.93.12 - [two birds flying over cemetery with Christian crosses, flagpole at left, small podium at center, Adak?]
.93.13 – [similar to .93.12]
.93.14 - [Russian Mission cemetery in spring, river in background]
.93.15 - [Russian Mission cemetery and church in spring]
.93.16 – [similar to .93.15]
.93.17 - [Russian Mission cemetery in spring]
.94.1 - [soldier posed with surveyor’s rod in field in summer, mountain in background, photographer’s shadow in foreground, Adak]
.94.2 – [similar to .94.1]
.94.3 - Army drying fish for dogs [soldiers unloading carts full of processed fish and hanging them on drying rack, automobile parked at right, water in distance]
.94.4 - Army drying fish for dogs [soldiers unloading carts full of processed fish and hanging them on drying rack]
.94.5 - Army drying fish for dogs [soldiers unloading carts full of processed fish and hanging them on drying rack, building at right, water in distance]
.94.6 - [portrait of soldier wearing knit cap, sheepskin vest, and bib overalls, Quonset hut in background, Adak. Cf. .96.4]
.94.7 - [portrait of surveyor at work, Adak]
.94.8 - [military installation in foreground, view across water to tall snow-capped mountain, Adak?]
.94.9 - [two surveyors at work, military installation at left, tall snow-capped mountain in distance, Adak?]
.94.10 - [three soldiers standing near small wooden structure in foreground, Quonset huts in middle ground, rolling hills in distance, Adak]
.94.11 - [scenic with rolling hills in foreground, mountains in distance, Adak]
.94.12 - [two tractors clearing deep snow from road, dog in foreground, Adak?]
.94.13 - [soldiers walking in road near Quonset huts in winter, Adak]
.94.14 - [bird’s eye view of military installation in winter with Quonset huts and other buildings, Adak]
.94.15 - [bird's eye view of military installation buried in snow in winter, mountains in
distance, Adak]
.94.16 - [bird's eye view of military installation buried in snow in winter, mountains in
distance, Adak]
.94.17 - [bird's eye view of military installation buried in snow in winter, mountains in
distance, Adak]
.94.18 - [two surveyors at work above military installation buried in snow in winter, mountains
in distance, Adak]
.95.1 - [wash plant at hydraulic mining operation, Fairbanks Exploration Co.?]
.95.2 - [scenic with clouds, hill]
.95.3 - [cabin in field, Alaska cotton in foreground, hill and clouds in background]
.95.4 - [cabin in field, hill and clouds in background]
.95.5 - [Army fish drying rack]
.95.6 - [similar to .95.5]
.95.7 - [similar to .95.5]
.95.8 - [bird's eye view of soldiers on slime line set up on beach]
.95.9 - [Alaska Native woman and young girl, both wearing Western-style clothing, standing
outdoors near small tent, dog at right, fish camp?]
.95.10 - [two Alaska Native men with young boy standing outdoors, fish drying racks on bluff
above, tent at right, fish camp. Cf. .6.14]
.95.11 - [similar to .95.10]
.95.12 - [fish drying racks on beach and bluff, tent at right, fish camp]
.95.13 - [fish drying rack]
.95.14 - [Caucasian man sitting next to fish drying rack]
.95.15 - [fish drying rack, water in background]
.95.16 - [dogs and kennels in dog yard]
.96.1 - [two surveyors at work, Quonset hut on rise in background, Adak]
.96.2 - [soldiers with hoisting machinery erecting large cross near water, Jeep parked at right,
mountains in background, Adak]
.96.3 - [small trees after planting, surrounded by burlap for protection, Adak]
.96.4 - [portrait of soldier wearing knit cap, sheepskin vest, and bib overalls, Quonset huts in
background, Adak. Cf. .94.6]
.96.5 - [scenic of rushing creek, trees, mountains in distance]
.96.6 - [two soldiers on bank of river, one holding stick, mountains in distance]
.96.7 - [large tent in wooded area and hunting blind or cache between two trees. Cf. .8.14]
.96.8 - [man walking near large tent in wooded area with hunting blind or cache between two
trees at right]
.96.9 - [pile of fish in hold]
.96.10 - [bird's eye view of soldiers on slime line set up on beach]
.96.11 - [scenic of glacier]
.96.12 - [scenic of mountains]
.96.13 - [fish lying on small pier]
.96.14 - [similar to .96.13]
.96.15 - [trommel wash plant being assembled in gravel pit at mining operation, Fairbanks Exploration Co.]
.96.16 - [man standing on trommel wash plant in gravel pit, probably assembling it]
.97.1 - [surveyor at work along coastline, Adak]
.97.2 - [surveyors at work along coastline, Adak]
.97.3 - [barbed wire in foreground, military installation in middle ground, mountains in distance, Adak]
.97.4 - [bird's eye view of motor pool at military base, mountains in background, Adak]
.97.5 - [Quonset hut with sign "Out of Bounds" partially buried in snow, mountains in distance, Adak]
.97.6 - [Quonset hut with sign "Out of Bounds" partially buried in snow, road in foreground, mountains in distance, Adak]
.97.7 - [road grader removing snow from road in foreground, Quonset huts and buildings behind, mountains and clouds in distance, Adak]
.97.8 - [Quonset huts in foreground, mountains and clouds in distance, Adak]
.97.9 - [soldier wearing snowshoes and carrying backpack posed in wooded area in winter, mountains in background]
.97.10 - [soldier wearing snowshoes and carrying backpack posed in wooded area in winter, mountains in background]
.97.11 - [pigs in yard in winter, outbuilding in background]
.97.12 - [pigs in yard in winter, outbuilding and mountains in background]
.97.13 - [pigs in yard in winter, Quonset huts and water in background, Adak?]
.97.14 - [similar to .97.14]
.97.15 - [pigs in yard, buildings in background, Adak?]
.97.16 - [pig]
.98.1 - [military trucks on road, motor pool on left with collapsed structure, winter, Adak?]
.98.2 - [similar to .98.1]
.98.3 - [soldiers on military base in snowstorm, Adak?]
.98.4 - [surveyors on military base in snowstorm, Adak?]
.98.5 - [Quonset hut buried in snow, Adak]
.98.6 - [surveyors on military base in winter, one man buried to shoulders in snow, Adak]
.98.7 - [ptarmigan on tundra, Adak]
.98.8 - [distant view of military installation and mountains, Adak]
.98.9 - [bird's eye view of musher with sled and dog team on frozen river, mountain in distance, Russian Mission?]
.98.10 - [musher wearing fur parka and mukluks on sled with dog team on frozen river, mountain in distance, Russian Mission?]
.98.11 - [musher with sled and dog team on frozen river, trees and buildings in background, Russian Mission?]
.98.12 - [bird's eye view of musher with sled and dog team on frozen river, person walking behind sled, Russian Mission?]
.98.13 - [bird's eye view of military base, Adak. original neg severely underexposed]
.98.14 - [sunrise or sunset over Quonset hut partially buried in snow, Adak]
.98.15 - [surveyors on military base in winter, buildings and mountains in background, Adak]
- two surveyors at work, Quonset hut on rise in distance, Adak
- scenic view to mountains in distance, small structures in middle ground, Quonset hut and road in foreground, Adak
- distant view of military installation and mountains, Adak
- four surveyors at work, mountains in distance, Adak
- [similar to .99.3]
- distant view of road and mountains
- [similar to .99.5]
- military truck rolled over on road in winter, building on hill above
- [similar to .99.7]
- surveyors at work along coastline, Adak
- [similar to .99.9]
- military airplane flying over coastline, Adak
- scenic with coastline, Adak
- flagpole with flag at half mast near Quonset huts, military base, Adak
- [crab on beach]
- scenic of surf, Adak
- [similar to .99.15]
- two surveyors at work, Adak
- distant view of smoking volcano, poles in field in middle ground, Adak
- surveyor at work, fenced off with sign "Do Not Disturb," Adak
- partially subterranean Quonset huts, mountains in distance, Adak
- distant view of pigs in yard next to outbuildings, mountains in distance, Adak
- pig in yard, Quonset huts in background, Adak
- pigs in yard, Quonset huts in background, Adak
- two surveyors at work, Adak
- two men walking near Quonset hut, Adak
- [surveyor at work behind fence reading “Survey Mark,” military base in background, water and mountains in distance, Adak]
- [similar to .100.10]
- Quonset hut buried in snow, mountains in distance, Adak
- [similar to .100.12]
- surveyors walking across snow field, Adak
- military base in snowstorm, with trucks, building, flagpole, Adak
- [similar to .101.1]
- military base, building partially buried in snow in foreground, mountains in distance, Adak
- [similar to .101.3]
- seagulls flying along coastline, Adak
- seagulls flying in boat wake, coastline in background, Adak
- seagulls flying along coastline, Adak
- Army ship underway, men standing on deck
- [similar to .101.9]
- scenic of mountains, poles in field in middle ground, Adak
- Quonset hut dug into tundra, boardwalk in foreground, Adak
101.11 - [portrait of surveyor, Adak]
101.12 - [two surveyors at work, Adak]
101.13 - [scenic of bay and mountains, Adak]
101.14 - [abandoned cabin, Adak]
101.15 - [close-up of abandoned cabin, Adak]
102.1 - [riverboat Nenana in dry dock]
102.2 - [log church with bell tower, two-story building at right]
102.3 - [Devil in Purgatory statue]
102.4 - [man wearing brimmed hat, eyeglasses, and tall lace-up boots standing with dog outside log cabin, near Purgatory? Olson? Cf. .54.18]
102.5 - [dog hiding under tarp in boat]
102.6 - [fishing boat under way in rough seas]
102.7 - [similar to .102.6]
102.8 - [fishing boat under way, coastline in background]
102.9 - [young Alaska Native boy in hospital bed, Mountain Village?]
102.10 - [young Alaska Native boy in hospital bed, Mountain Village?]
102.11 - [man carrying backpack skiing on winter trail, hills in distance, Eugene Tetinek?]
102.12 - [bottles of homebrewed alcohol on table inside cabin, bottler and box of Bulldog Bottle Caps at right]
102.13 – Willow Creek, Carlson, 1937 [man wearing mosquito netting standing on end of sluice box, drag line in background, Fairbanks Exploration Co.]
102.14 – Picking rocks, Willow Creek 1936 [two miners, one wearing mosquito netting, working to load rocks onto platform for drag line, wooden dam in background, mining plant or buildings on bluff above, Fairbanks Exploration Co. cf. .57.16]
102.15 - Mountain Village, 1936 [burial cairn on rise, river in background]
102.16 - Mountain Village, school and hospital, 1936 [bird’s eye view of village in winter, Yukon River in distance. Also dated 1935 on print]
103.1 - [log cabin on lake in wooded area, reeds in foreground. cf. .78.15]
103.2 – [similar to .103.1]
103.3 – [closer-in view of cabin in .103.1]
103.4 - [soldiers loading amphibious vehicle onto military truck along dirt road in wooded area]
103.5 - [soldier driving amphibious vehicle over rough terrain in wooded area]
103.6 - [scenic with clouds]
103.7 - [similar to .103.6]
103.8 - [hunter wearing billed cap and tall lace-up boots holding rifle, standing in wooded area in winter]
103.9 - [several men standing in sluice box with paddles, Fairbanks Exploration Co.?]  
103.10 - [several men standing in sluice box with paddles, possibly cleaning riffles, Fairbanks Exploration Co.]
103.11 - [workers at hydraulic mining operation, possibly breaking down at end of season, Fairbanks Exploration Co.]
104.1 - [tractor pulling sled loaded with supplies stopped on winter road, four soldiers with tractor]
.104.2 - [tractor pulling sled loaded with supplies stopped on winter road, two soldiers with tractor]
.104.3 - [scenic with rushing creek, trees]
.104.4 - [three soldiers with Jeep stopped on dirt road in wooded area]
.104.5 - [crowd of men, women, and children gathered outside three-story building, barrels and logs in foreground, utility pole at left, buildings and automobiles in background, mountains in distance]
.104.6 - [three-story building, pile of pipe, barrels, and logs at right, men gathered near building, children on back of flatbed truck on road at left]
.104.7 - [log cabin and cache in winter]
.104.8 - [village in winter, church or schoolhouse on rise in distance. original neg severely underexposed]
.104.9 - Loon eggs
.104.10 - [similar to .104.9]
.104.11 - [similar to .104.9]
.104.12 - [similar to .104.9]
.104.13 - [kayak under construction outside earth house or barabara in wooded area, near Russian Mission? Cf. .86.8]
.104.14 - [entrance to earth house or barabara in wooded area, Russian Mission?]n
.104.15 - [log cabin in wooded area, possibly under construction]
.104.16 - [scenic with trees, mountains, clouds]
.104.17 - [similar to .104.16]
.104.18 - [drilling machinery in clearing]
.104.19 - [two soldiers riding in amphibious vehicle on river, view down tow rope from second vessel. Cf. .53.10]
.104.20 - [similar to .104.19]
.104.21 - [floating log dock on small lake in wooded area, remnants of railroad near Russian Mission? Cf. .118.8]
.104.22 - [flat wheeled cart in wooded area, remnants of railroad near Russian Mission?]n
.104.23 - [scenic with trees, mountains, clouds]
.104.24 - [similar to .104.23]
.105.1 - [scenic of coastline, marsh in foreground, buildings on rise at left, mountains in distance, Adak?]
.105.2 - [man seated on small boat along marshy shore, floating log dock at right, lake or river in wooded area. Cf. .104.21]
.105.3 - [man sitting on dilapidated wooden structure next to abandoned section of railroad track near lake or river in wooded area, Russian Mission to Kuskokwim tracks?]
.105.4 - [geese or cranes in flight]
.105.5 - [abandoned railroad tracks, Russian Mission to Kuskokwim?]
.105.6 - [man operating hydraulic hose at mining operation, Fairbanks Exploration Co.?]
.105.7 - [scenic of coastline, Adak]
.105.8 - [similar to .105.7]
.105.9 - [surveyors at work along coastline, Adak]
.105.10 - [surveyor at work along coastline, Adak]
Rex Beach cabin, Yukon River, 1934 [log cabins along river. Cf. .59.19]

[man paddling down river on small log raft]
[soldier cleaning fish on top of wooden crate at camp site]
[soldier cleaning fish on top of wooden crate at camp site]
[soldier seated at camp site, with fire at left, tarped area in center, and cache, hunting blind, or sleeping area hung between two trees]

Fairbanks, these drills would pump water into the ground to thaw it [drilling machinery at mining operation, Fairbanks Exploration Co.]

[man walking through tall grass near water, brush in foreground, mountains in distance, Yukon River, Russian Mission area?]

Tracks could take men from Russian Mission to Kuskokwim [man in plaid shirt standing near flatbed car on dilapidated railroad track, Russian Mission. Cf. .74.6]

Tracks could take men from Russian Mission to Kuskokwim [man in plaid shirt standing near dilapidated railroad track, Russian Mission]

[scenic with mountains in distance, river with early ice in foreground?]
107.3 - [scenic of rushing creek, trees, mountains]
107.4 - [similar to .107.3]
107.5 - [glacier terminus, Matanuska Glacier?]
107.6 - [baseball game underway on military base, with hangars and water tower, mountains in distance, Fort Richardson?]
107.7 - [men in uniform watching baseball game from behind netting, milepost marker reading "Stay on the Right Road, Brother, Save with Bonds," and mileages including 1753 miles to Attu, possibly Fort Richardson?]
107.8 - [men in uniform watching baseball game from behind netting, milepost marker reading "Stay on the Right Road, Brother, Save with Bonds," and mileages including 1753 miles to Attu, possibly Fort Richardson?]
107.9 - [two-story log cabin and outbuilding in winter, shoulder of road in foreground. Cf. .106.24]
107.10 - [man standing on road near log cabin and flagpole in winter]
107.11 - [log cabin in winter, with small sign reading "Office"]
107.12 - [two log cabins and flagpole along road in winter, mountains in distance]
107.13 - [view of town or military base from air]
107.14 - [aerial of river through tundra]
107.15 - [village or mining operation housing, with two windmills, piles of lumber]
107.16 - [man standing on boardwalk in front of village or mining operation housing, with windmills in background]
108.1 - [wash plant in gravel pit at mining operation, drag line bucket at left]
108.2 - [similar to .108.1]
108.3 - [man standing next to cabin under construction in wooded area. Cf. .109.3]
108.4 - [man standing next to log cabin]
108.5 - [small mining operation in creek, with sluice box and wash basin]
108.6 - [wash plant in gravel pit at mining operation]
108.7 - [close-up of wash plant]
108.8 - [camp fire and tent in wooded area]
108.9 - Land dredge, Lars Ostnes and Jim Johnson, Willow Creek near Marshall, 1950s [three men standing next to mining plant, one man holding pan, one man working sluice box]
108.10 - [man working sluice box on mining plant, Willow Creek near Marshall]
108.11 - [two men working sluice box on mining plant, Willow Creek near Marshall]
108.13 - Jim Douglas's grave, he died in 1947, alone, he was a miner [white picket fenced grave with marker for James A. Douglas]
108.14 - [similar to .108.13]
108.15 - [four men working sluice box on mining plant, Willow Creek near Marshall]
108.16 - [three men working sluice box on mining plant, Willow Creek near Marshall]
109.1 - [man sitting outside log cabin with tarped roof, or large walled tent, in birch grove]
109.2 - [soldiers standing on bank near birch trees with amphibious vehicle and inflatable raft in water]
.109.3 - [log cabin under construction in wooded area. Cf. .108.3]
.109.4 - [soldiers standing on bank near birch trees with amphibious vehicle in water]
.109.5 - [two large tents in wooded area]
.109.6 - [amphibious vehicle in water tied to shore near birch trees, military floatplane landing on water in background]
.109.7 - [two children playing outdoors in winter, building with picket fence and lumber pile in background, Russian Mission?]
.109.8 - [two children playing outdoors in winter, one wearing skis, building with picket fence and lumber pile in background, Russian Mission?]
.109.9 - [child playing with skis outdoors in winter, building with picket fence and lumber pile in background, Russian Mission?]
.109.10 - [two children playing outdoors in winter, one wearing skis, building with picket fence and lumber pile in background, Russian Mission?]
.109.11 - Russian Mission store [village scene in winter, drying rack in foreground, windmill at left, building with picket fence and lumber pile in center, hill with Russian Orthodox cross in background]
.109.12 - Russian Mission store [village scene in winter, windmill at left, building with picket fence and lumber pile in center]
.109.14 - [similar to .109.13]
.109.15 - [two children playing outdoors in winter, one wearing skis, building with picket fence and lumber pile in background, Russian Mission]
.109.16 - Russian Mission store [village scene in winter, building with picket fence and lumber pile in center, hill with Russian Orthodox cross in background, Russian Mission]
.109.17 - [village scene in winter, caches and cabins in foreground, hill with Russian Orthodox church in background, Russian Mission]
.109.18 – [similar to .109.17]
.110.1 - [fish trap, Yukon River]
.110.2 – [similar to .110.1]
.110.3 - [similar to .110.1]
.110.4 - [similar to .110.1]
.110.5 - [two men in canoe with outboard motor next to fish trap on Yukon River. Cf. .29.10]
.110.6 - [similar to .110.5]
.110.7 - [similar to .110.5]
.110.8 - [similar to .110.5]
.110.9 - [similar to .110.1]
.110.10 - [drag line at mining operation]
.110.11 - Willow Creek near Marshall post-WWII [crane and hoses at hydraulic mining operation]
.110.12 - Lars Ostnes [man wearing mosquito netting holding gold pan, second person in background, Willow Creek mining operation]
.110.13 - [man working gold pan, Willow Creek mining operation, Eugene Tetinek?]
.110.14 - [man working gold pan, Willow Creek mining operation]
.110.15 – Jim Douglas, Willow Creek near Marshall [man with shovel standing in water, Willow Creek mining operation]
.110.16 - [two men, one working gold pan, Willow Creek mining operation]
.111.1 - [man with axe sitting on log, machinery in background, mining operation, Willow Creek?]
.111.2 - [man with axe standing on log, machinery and buildings in background, mining operation, Willow Creek?]
.111.3 - [man with axe debarking log, machinery and buildings in background, mining operation, Willow Creek?]
.111.4 - [bird’s eye view of man with gold pan standing in sluice box, mining operation, Willow Creek?]
.111.5 - [soldier in parka with fur ruff aiming rifle outdoors in winter]
.111.6 – [similar to .111.5]
.111.7 - [similar to .111.5]
.111.8 - [similar to .111.5]
.111.9 - [young man wearing high lace-up boots aiming rifle outdoors in winter]
.111.10 - [man wearing mosquito netting in field, Eugene Tetinek?]
.111.11 - [man wearing mosquito netting in field]
.111.12 – [similar to .111.11]
.111.13 - [man wearing mosquito netting being swarmed by mosquitos in field]
.111.14 – [similar to .111.13]
.111.15 - [man wearing mosquito netting in field]
.111.16 - [similar to .111.15]
.111.17 - [man wearing mosquito netting being swarmed by mosquitos in field]
.111.18 - [man wearing mosquito netting in field]
.111.19 – [similar to .111.18]
.112.1 - [two men erecting frame for log cabin or large tent. Cf. .113.9]
.112.2 – [similar to .112.1]
.112.3 - [similar to .112.1]
.112.4 - [similar to .112.1]
.112.5 - [men whipsawing lumber outdoors in winter, buildings in background, mining operation, Willow Creek?]
.112.6 - [similar to .112.5]
.112.7 - [similar to .112.5]
.112.8 - [village scene in winter, with log cabins, Russian Mission?]
.112.9 – [similar to .112.8]
.112.10 - [similar to .112.8]
.112.11 - [village scene in winter, with cache in foreground, log cabins in background, Russian Mission?]
.112.12 - [village scene in winter, with cache in foreground, log cabins in background, Russian Orthodox church on hill in distance, Russian Mission?]
.112.13 – [similar to .112.12]
.112.14 - [similar to .112.12]
.112.15 - [similar to .112.12]
B3

.113.1 - McGrath, wolf skins, Jack McGuire, saloon keeper [Caucasian man wearing necktie standing next to two pelts hanging near building porch]
.113.2 - [village in distance across expanse of frozen water]
.113.3 - [winter scenic with clouds, mountains in distance, airstrip in foreground?]
.113.4 - [winter scenic with clouds, mountains in distance, child riding bicycle on airstrip in foreground?]
.113.5 - McGrath, wolf skins [Caucasian woman holding rifle in skin sheath standing next to two pelts hanging near building porch]
.113.6 – [similar to .113.5]
.113.7 - McGrath, wolf skins, Jack McGuire, saloon keeper [Caucasian man wearing necktie standing next to two pelts hanging near building porch]
.113.8 – [similar to .113.7]
.113.9 - [two men erecting frame for log cabin or large tent. Cf. .112.1]
.113.10 – [similar to .113.9]
.113.11 - [man pulling sled loaded with supplies]
.113.12 – [similar to .113.11]
.113.13 - [scenic of coastline, Adak]
.113.14 - [soldiers on boat near coastline, fishing on Adak? Cf. .119.2]
.113.15 - [two people seated on boat railing, line on deck, Adak?]
.113.16 - [similar to .113.9]
.113.17 - [similar to .113.9]
.113.18 - [similar to .113.9]
.113.19 - [two Alaska Native children wearing bib overalls inside fish drying rack, Russian Mission]
.113.20 - [Alaska Native boy wearing bib overalls inside fish drying rack, Russian Mission]
.114.15 - [woman wearing headscarf seated inside drying rack cleaning salmon, two Alaska Native children wearing bib overalls playing at left, Russian Mission]
.114.16 - [similar to .114.15]
.115.1 - [woman wearing headscarf seated inside drying rack cleaning salmon, Russian Mission]
.115.2 – [similar to .115.1]
.115.3 - [two women wearing headscarves seated inside drying rack cleaning salmon, Russian Mission]
.115.4 - [three Alaska Native children posed outdoors next to fishing net, Russian Mission. Cf. .5.15]
.115.5 - [two women wearing headscarves seated on platform inside drying rack cleaning salmon, Russian Mission]
.115.6 - [woman wearing headscarf seated inside drying rack cleaning salmon, Russian Mission]
.115.7 - Abby Stepanoff, Russian Mission [woman wearing headscarf seated inside drying rack cleaning salmon]
.115.8 – [similar to .115.7]
.115.9 - [similar to .115.7]
.115.10 - [two Alaska Native men wearing Western style clothing standing near fish drying rack, Russian Mission]
.115.11 - [two women wearing headscarves seated inside drying rack cleaning salmon, Russian Mission]
.115.12 - [similar to .115.11]
.115.13 - [two women wearing headscarves seated on platform inside drying rack cleaning salmon, Russian Mission]
.115.14 - [fish drying racks, Russian Mission]
.115.15 – [similar to .115.14]
.115.16 - [fish drying racks, driftwood in foreground, building in background at right, Russian Mission]
.115.17 - [fish drying racks, Russian Mission]
.116.2 - [woman wearing headscarf seated inside drying rack cleaning salmon, Russian Mission]
.116.3 - [two women wearing headscarves seated on platform inside drying rack cleaning salmon, Russian Mission]
.116.4 - Mrs. Belkoff, Russian Mission [woman wearing headscarf seated inside drying rack cleaning salmon]
.116.5 - [fish drying racks, three young children standing at right, Russian Mission]
.116.6 - [Alaska Native man wearing coveralls and beaded moccasins standing on ladder to fish drying rack, two women wearing headscarves seated on platform inside drying rack cleaning salmon, Russian Mission]
.116.7 - [soldiers under review at military base]
.116.8 – [similar to .116.7]
116.9 - [similar to .116.7]
116.10 - [soldiers under review at military base in front of Theater No. 1, one soldier demonstrating with pistol]
116.11 - [soldiers under review at military base, one soldier demonstrating with pistol]
116.12 - [soldiers under review at military base]
116.13 - [similar to .116.12]
116.14 - [similar to .116.12]
116.15 - [apples wrapped in paper for shipment]
116.16 - [apples wrapped in paper for shipment, box with label "X-L-Ent Washington Apples" at upper left]
116.17 - [similar to .116.16]
116.18 - [similar to .116.16]
117.1 - [similar to .116.16]
117.2 - [similar to .116.16]
117.3 - [similar to .116.16]
117.4 - [two military boats on lake or river, nearer boat numbered MT312]
117.5 - [trestle bridge or flume at hydraulic mining operation]
117.6 - [dead hare and grouse posed on wooden sled frame]
117.7 - [dead hare posed next to rifle]
117.8 - [swallow or martin nesting in wood knot in plank building. Cf. .26.5]
117.9 - [similar to .117.8]
117.10 - [similar to .117.8]
117.11 - [similar to .117.8]
117.12 - [reindeer or caribou herd on taiga. Cf. .88.15]
117.13 - [similar to .117.12]
117.14 - [similar to .117.12]
117.15 - [similar to .117.12]
118.1 - [men in large skiff loaded with supplies on lake or river, second boat at left, Russian Mission?]
118.2 - [similar to .118.1]
118.3 - [men pushing large skiff loaded with supplies from river shore, Russian Mission?]
118.4 - Anisum Belkoff [man seated on logs piled on river shore stretching skin over wooden form, Russian Mission. Cf. .24.1]
118.5 - [sternwheeler Nenana and Alaska Railroad barge along river shore, Yukon River]
118.6 - [dog in rowboat on river]
118.7 - [small dilapidated log dock on lake or river, Russian Mission railroad? Cf. .104.21]
118.8 - [similar to .118.7]
118.9 - [sluice box, gold pan, and other equipment at small mining operation on creek]
118.10 - [similar to .118.9]
118.11 - [riverboat and barge, possibly sternwheeler Nenana and Alaska Railroad barge?]
118.12 - [riverboat and barge, possibly sternwheeler Nenana and Alaska Railroad barge, dock on shore in foreground]
118.13 - [similar to .118.12]
Jacob Askoak, father of three priests [Alaska Native man wearing driving cap and mukluks seated on log holding small child, buildings and wood pile in background, Russian Mission?]

Jacob Askoak, father of three priests [Alaska Native man wearing driving cap and mukluks seated on log holding small child, second man wearing sunglasses crouched at right, buildings and wood pile in background, Russian Mission?]

[U.S. Army Transport George Washington Carver at dock, mountains in background, Adak?. Cf. .87.3]

Adak, on Sunday the Army would take men fishing [soldiers on open boat deck, small boat on deck at left, mountains in distance. cf. .113.4]

Adak, on Sunday the Army would take men fishing [soldiers on open boat deck, mountains in distance]

[similar to .119.3]

Adak, on Sunday the Army would take men fishing [soldiers on decks around pilot house]

Adak, on Sunday the Army would take men fishing [soldiers lowering small boat from ship deck]

Adak, on Sunday the Army would take men fishing [boat in water, mountains in background]

Adak, on Sunday the Army would take men fishing [scenic of rocky coastline]

Adak, on Sunday the Army would take men fishing [two men walking towards small boat pulled onto rocky beach on coast]

Doc Larue [Caucasian man standing on dock near riverboat Yukon Health]

Yukon Health boat for doctors and nurses [riverboat Yukon Health at dock, three skiffs with outboard motors on beach in foreground]

[two men in skiff with outboard motor passing on river]

[similar to .119.12]

F-E Co., Fairbanks, 1942 [men placing thawing pipes into ground with drilling apparatus, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]

F-E Co., Fairbanks, 1942 [man operating drilling apparatus, Eugene Tetinek? Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]

F-E Co., Fairbanks, 1942 [three men posed in field, building and barrels in background, man at left possibly Eugene Tetinek]

[man shaving at basin on table in cabin]
.120.6 - F-E Co., Fairbanks, 1942 [drilling apparatus, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.120.7 - F-E Co., Fairbanks, 1942 [men pulling to align sections of pipe for water pipeline, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.120.8 – [similar to .120.7]
.120.9 - F-E Co., Fairbanks, 1942 [drag line, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.120.10 - F-E Co., Fairbanks, 1942 [Fairbanks Exploration Co. hydraulic mining operation]
.120.11 - F-E Co., Fairbanks, 1942 [dredge pond, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.120.12 - F-E Co., Fairbanks, 1942 [dredge, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.120.13 – [similar to .120.12]
.120.14 - [similar to .120.12]
.120.15 - [distant view of village on river in winter, Tanana?]
.120.16 - F-E Co., Fairbanks, 1942 [dredge in winter, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.120.17 – [similar to .120.16]
.120.18 - [similar to .120.16]
.121.1 - F-E Co., Fairbanks, 1942 [two workers with drilling apparatus, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.121.2 - F-E Co., Fairbanks, 1942 [two workers with drilling apparatus, small sluice box and gold pan in foreground, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.121.3 - F-E Co., Fairbanks, 1942 [worker with drilling apparatus, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.121.4 - F-E Co., Fairbanks, 1942 [drilling apparatus in winter, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.121.5 - F-E Co., Fairbanks, 1942 [three drilling apparatus in pit, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.121.6 - F-E Co., Fairbanks, 1942 [worker with drilling apparatus, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation]
.121.7 - F-E Co., Fairbanks, 1942 [close-up of rock pile, Fairbanks Exploration Co. mining operation. Original image blurry]
.121.8 - [soldier sitting on ground looking at tin can set on rock]
.121.9 - [soldiers stopped next to pine tree during hike, one man holding rifle]
.121.10 - [bird's eye view of Matanuska Valley, with cultivated fields and Bodenburg Butte]
.121.11 - [scenic with mountain peak and trees]
.121.12 - [soldiers stopped next to dilapidated log cabin during hike]
.121.13 - [three soldiers sitting at camp fire in low brush, Eugene Tetinek in center?]
.121.14 - [three soldiers sitting at camp fire in low brush]
.121.15 - [unidentified glacier, Matanuska Valley?]
.122.1 - [scenic of rushing creek, trees, mountain in distance]
.122.2 - [soldiers stopped next to creek during hike, mountains in background]
.122.3 - [soldiers stopped next to creek during hike, mountains in background, boots and pack on shore in foreground]
.122.4 - [soldiers stopped next to creek during hike, mountains in background]
.122.5 - [soldiers resting in field with fireweed during hike, Eugene Tetinek second from right?]
.122.6 - [soldiers at camp fire in wooded area]
.122.7 - [scenic with flats in foreground, Alaska Range mountains in distance]
.122.8 - [Matanuska Valley, road in foreground, farm or fairgrounds in middle distance, mountains in background]
.122.9 - [Palmer school buildings, road in foreground, mountains in distance]
.122.10 - [two soldiers stopped in clearing with fireweed in wooded area, one possibly taking photograph of the other]
.122.11 - [portrait of soldier standing near birch tree on river shore, man carrying binoculars or camera case]
.122.12 - [two soldiers standing on high ridge above river valley during winter hike]
.122.13 - [three soldiers carrying backpacks walking across flat in fog]
.122.14 - [soldiers at camp fire in wooded area, one wearing fur parka and eating sandwich]
.122.15 - [winter scenic of frozen creek, trees, mountains in distance]
.122.16 - [log cabin on lake shore, reeds in foreground. cf. .78.15]
.122.17 - [scenic with trees and clouds]
.122.18 - [soldiers at camp fire in wooded area, laundry hanging to dry at left]
.122.19 - [soldiers at camp fire in wooded area]
.122.20 - [soldier sitting at base of tree sharpening ax, Eugene Tetinek?]
.123.1 - [soldier at camp fire in wooded area in winter]
.123.2 - [soldiers at camp fire in wooded area in winter]
.123.3 - [soldiers at camp fire in wooded area in winter]
.123.4 - [soldiers at camp fire in wooded area at night, one smoking pipe]
.123.5 - [soldiers loading man onto stretcher outside log cabin, rescue squad operations]
.123.6 - [soldiers carrying man on stretcher near two large tents in wooded area, rescue squad operations]
.123.7 - [soldiers carrying man on stretcher, stopped to rest in wooded area, rescue squad operations]
.123.8 - Mike Foley, worked on the tunnel going to Whittier from Portage, but quit and joined the Army because too many men were dying [portrait of man on beach smoking cigarette]
.123.9 - [partially obscured view of road up hillside in winter, road to Wonder Lake?]
.123.10 - [military vehicles stopped on road through mountainous area in winter, road to Wonder Lake?]
.123.11 - [portrait of soldier wearing parka with fur ruff, Eugene Tetinek?]
.123.12 - [portrait of soldier standing on beach, Eugene Tetinek?]
.123.13 - Mike Foley, worked on the tunnel going to Whittier from Portage, but quit and joined the Army because too many men were dying [portrait of man on beach smoking cigarette]
.123.14 - Willow Creek, 1946 [bird's eye view of man working at sluice box in pit at mining operation, Fairbanks Exploration Co.]
.123.15 - Willow Creek, 1946 [close-up of dredge at mining operation, Fairbanks Exploration Co.]
.123.16 - [similar to .123.15]
.123.17 – [similar to .123.15]
.124.1 - Willow Creek, 1946 [bird's eye view of man working at sluice box in pit at mining operation, Fairbanks Exploration Co.]
.124.2 – [similar to .124.1]
.124.3 - Willow Creek, 1946 [close-up of dredge at mining operation, Fairbanks Exploration Co.]
.124.4 – [similar to .124.3]
.124.5 - Going out to McKinley [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.124.6 - Going out to McKinley [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.124.7 - Going out to McKinley [scenic, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.124.8 - Going out to McKinley [three soldiers wearing snowshoes stopped on large rock outcropping, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.124.9 - Going out to McKinley [snowmachine pulling sleds loaded with gear, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.124.10 - Going out to McKinley [snowmachine pulling sled loaded with gear, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation. Original image blurry]
.124.11 - Going out to McKinley [soldier riding on sled loaded with gear being pulled by snowmachine, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.124.12 - Going out to McKinley [soldiers making traverse on snowshoes stopped to consult map, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.124.13 - Going out to McKinley [base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.124.14 - [dilapidated log cabin in wooded area]
.124.15 - [man tying riverboat to small pier on shore, small rowboat tied nearby]
.124.16 - [man tying riverboat to small pier on shore, Molly Lee?]
.124.17 - Jimmy Douglas and Eugene Tetinek's dog Jerry. Jimmy and his father died about the same time. Jimmy went out on a boat with a friend and drowned, Sitka, 14 or 15 years old. [young man wearing military cap seated on wooden kennel with dog, log cabin in background]
Prints only
.125.1 – Adak [sign reading, "Entering Post Ammunition and Powder Area, in case of fire, all unauthorized personnel clear area by 1 mile," winter]
.125.2 – Adak [soldier standing on running board of Jeep stopped on winter road in mountainous area]
.125.3 – Adak [soldier standing next to sign reading, "Entering Post Ammunition and Powder Area, in case of fire, all unauthorized personnel clear area by 1 mile," water in distance, summer]
.125.4 – Adak [bird's eye view of Quonset huts and boardwalk, water in distance]
.125.5 – [similar to .125.4]
.125.6 - [two soldiers setting up base camp, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.126 – number reassigned
.127 – Lake Iliamna, 1943 [soldier sleeping in inflatable raft covered with mosquito netting in wooded area. Copy neg and contact print only]
.128 – Russian Mission [Russian Mission church and cemetery in winter. Prints only, one reversed]
.129 – number reassigned
.130 – Army 1945 McKinley [four soldiers wearing snowshoes making traverse, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation]
.131 – Army 1944 [soldiers making traverse on snowshoes stopped to consult map, Mt. McKinley rescue squad operation. Cf. .124.12]
.132 – number reassigned
.133 – Army 1943 [two soldiers at camp fire in winter, snowshoes and rifle in snow at left. copy neg and contact print only]
.134 - .136 – numbers reassigned
.137 – Reindeer, Wilson Creek near Marshall 1940 [herd of reindeer, hills in distance. copy neg and contact print only. cf. .88.15]
.138 – Bugs, Willow Creek, 1936 [man wearing suspenders and mosquito netting being swarmed by mosquitos in field. Cf. .111.10 et seq. copy neg and print only]
.139 – [similar to .138. print only]
.140 - [similar to .138. print only]
.141 - [similar to .138. print only]
.142 – number reassigned
.143 – Tanana, 1934 [view of town from water, church at left. print and modern copy neg only]
.144 – Holy Cross 1934 [villagers gathered on river bank to watch barge coming in, Yukon River. cf. .88.16. print and modern copy neg only]
.145 - .152 – numbers reassigned
.153 – Wik and Nastasia [portrait of Caucasian man and Alaska Native woman wearing Western-style clothing, standing next to building. Not same people as .154. print and modern copy neg only]
.154 – Wik and wife Nastasia Kleeskok [portrait of Alaska Native man and woman wearing Western-style clothing, standing in front of open doorway, children visible in doorway. Not same people as .153. print and modern copy neg only]
.155 – [group portrait of two Alaska Native women with young boy and toddler, all wearing Western-style clothing, toddler wearing sunglasses, houses in background. print and modern copy neg only]

Prints
B1
Contact sheets and prints .1-.59
B2
Prints .74-.155